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IN A RBCENT STATEMKNT on the linguistic position of Miao and Yao, Downer (1981) mys that Yao con-
stitutes a clearly differentiated branch of the Miao-Yao language family. The close tyinnection of the 
two is, however, apparent. Downer emphasizes that no affihation of Miao-Yao with TfWcjto-Burman, Chi-
nese, Tai, or Mon-Khmer languages has as yet been convincingly demonstrated. Same linguists, e.g. 
Crecaiberg, class Miao-Yao tentatively as a separate branch of Sino-Tibetan. Miao. T W r has been much 
speculation, but little factual information, concerning the origins, history, and ancient oiigratt<ms of the 
Miao (cf . Savina 1930). The name itself has been given a variety of interpretations; to Ruey, 
it means, literally, ^rice-shoot." In northern Southeast Asia Miao speakers are called Meo, which, accord-
ing to Embree and Thomas, is derived from the Vietnamese term Man Meo. The term Man. in turn, was 
usJ^ in early C3iinese dynastic histories to refer to all non-Han peoples (except Tai) in southern China; 
its later, narrower meaning has encompassed only peoples now called Yao. l l i e total of all Miao speak-
ers is probably in the neighborhood of 2,700,000, incluc^g a Chinese People s Republic 1953 cmisns flg-
uie of 2,500,000 for China, an estimate for Indochina of about 100,000 (although Cwnmtifitet North 
Vietnamese figures are much higher), and a conservative estimate of 45,000 for Thailand Although 
not the most numerous, the Miao (Meo) are the most widespread of all the non-Chinese minortty groups 
originating in southern China. They are found today not only in Kweichow and neighboring jjrovinces, 
but also in North Vietnam, Laos, and northern Ths^and. They have a long history of migralkm vmder 
pressure from the Chinese; the rate of such migratory movement is suggested by Credner's i^«timate of 
380 kilometers in forty y w s for the southward movement of Miao in western Thailand (1935a: 139-
40). They are now practically everywhere broken up into isolated, swidden-farming grou|i« hidden 
away in the more remote mountain valleys and hillsides. Fragmentation plus a wide variety ot contacts 
with other groups may account for statements such as that of Eberhard that there is no uiiif\irm Miao 
culture—that it is r a t W a mixture or aggregate of Tai, Yao, Lolo, Chinese, etc. (cited in deBeauclair 
1900: 165-67). In effect the various Miao populations in southern China and northern Soiitlieast Asia 
exist as small cultural islands, surroimded by peoples of other ethnic background—most notu^csably the 
lowland wet-rice-growing Chinese and Tai. If, as Bematzik contends, the Miao live in the inountains 
because they are unable to acclimate to lower altitudes, such isolation has helped to maintain their cul-
tural identity, since if they were to come down into the lowlands to live they would soum undergo 
cultural absorption at the hands of the Tai and Chinese (Bematzik 1947: 501-02). • The Miao were 
apparendy recognized by the Chinese as an ethnically distinct p e o i ^ early in the pre-Han period, when 
they appeared on the lower middle Yangtze. Increasing in ninnber and attracted by the greftt«ir fertility 
of the Yellow river valley, they began moving northward. With the expansion of the Hmi Chinese 
southward, the Miao retreated into die area of Kwangtung-Hunan-Kwangsi, and finally i i ^ Kweichow 
—where they were first reported in early Yuan dynasty times. [Wu and Ch en 1942: 1 2: deBeauclair 
1960: 129; Wiens 1954: 88-91.] For the past five <»: six hundred years the Miao of H«»f«i»4Cweichow 
have been under constant pressure from the Chinese. Miao uprisings have been frequent g those against 
the Manchus in 1735-40, 1795-1806, and 1854-71. The last of the independent Mim^ Mmitptmed about 
1870. However, as late as 1941-43 the Ktiomintang government was forbidding; fim of the Miao 
language, and suppressing the wearing of Miao costume (Gjessing 1956: 47). th^imr owturies of op-
pression and disruption, the Miao continue to demonstrate a love of indepemir^^^ md an ability to 
organize for military action. Epic tales are handed down, perpetuated by lingers, of upris-
ings against the Chfaiese and of Miao heroism in battle. Most observers agre^ Miao are remaA-
able among all the hill tribes of Southeast Asia for their strong sense ol demonstrated 
organizational ability, enterprise and initiative, and adaptability. In ThaAMd r h ^ are among the most 
advanced and prosperous of all the hill tribes, and in Laos the Meo of the Xieng Khouang area have 
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attated a w m ^ w e of i ^ t i c a l recognition under their leader, Touby Lyfoung. Yao. Fortune regards the 
Yao (hf imm ^ lodool ina as Man) as remnants of a less civilized branch of the same stock which 
the dihKMr J i o i f n a ^ . The Chinese sources examined by Wiens generaQy agree that the Yao are 
mmmtl t l » ^ Mghial inhabitants of the south China ana , apparently originating in the mountainous east 
woM 'pmtn^mm and subsequently spreading west and scmth. The total of recognized Yao speakers is 
p t M ^ 111 ^ neighborhood of 800,000, including a figure of 660,000 in mainland China according 
4m WKi Chinese People's Republic census, an estimated 125,000 in Vietnam and Laos, some 10,000 
m mwftrnm Thailand, and 6,000 " ^ i a o " on Hainan who are now recognized as very probably speakers 
d Tao dialects. According to Fortune, all that is known historically is that the Yao were drWen south 
ftmn wfcit is now Hunan province in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, retreating Into the moun-
lidns dhat fringe the basin of the Hsi Chiang. Subsequently the Yao have been dispersed widely in south-
am Clifaa, Hainan, Indochina, and northern Thailand, These widely dispersed groups have developed 
akmg different lines, depending on external influences. At various times and places the Yao have been 
in contact witfi Hakka Chinese, Cantonese, northern Chinese immigrants into Kwangsi and Yunnan, as 
w d l as Miao, Lolo, and Tai peoples. Their wide dispersal has meant also thjit they have been subjected 
to di f feences in climate and vegetation. Thus tibere are Yao in Kwangtung who are permanency set-
tled wet-rice agriculturists living in a kind of symbiotic relationship with surrounding Han Chinese low-
landers, whereas in northern Southeast Asia most Yao are migratory swidden farmers who by and large 
remain at relatively high altitudes. This widespread fragmentation of Yao groups, with •ocompanying 
differences in historical contacts and environmental influences and the resultant cultural variation, ac-
counts for the fact that since early times Chinese chronicles and gazetteers have reported a pmt num-
ber of named Yao "tribes," and that in Vietnam and Laos, likewise, there are a great many trihd names 
recOTded in the literature. ^ Despite their dispersal over large areas of southern China and nortbetB South-
east Asia, the Yao have retained a considerable degree of lingimtic homogeneity. Ling and * u e f (1947) , 
f w example, mention the marked cultural and linguistic similarity between the Yao of Kwangsi and the 
Yao (or Man) of northern Vietnam. Etowner ^ 9 6 1 ) , in a similar vein, remarks that the Yao ( M a n ) 
speech of northern Laos seems ahnost identical with that of the Fanku Yao of Kwangsi. 
MIAO 
SOUTH CHINA MIAO 
Synonyms. Hmong, Hmu, Hmung 
ORIENTATION. Identification* Miao speakers gen-
erally call themselves Hmong. Hmung, or Hmu, fol-
lowed by a descriptive or identifying term, c.g, 
Hmong Ntsu, Magpie Miao (Ruey 1960: 143; Clarke 
1911: 23). The word miao is of CSiinese origin, and, 
according to Ruey, means *'rice shoot.*" A l t h w ^ not 
used, ax^ even disliked, by die people concerned, 
Miao has a long history of Chinese usage. In post-
Han times, it referred in a general sense to ""soudiem 
barbarians" or tribes people, but by the Sung dynasty 
it had acquired a more specific annotation. • The 
Chinese further distinguish a great many varieties 
of Miao speakers according to peculiarities of dress, 
hair style, occupation, etc., e.g. the Western Miao, 
the Point^ Miao, the Upside-down Miao, the Shrimp 
Miao, and the Steep Slope Miao (cf. Lfe 1940: 282-
83). The better-known varieties of Miao are, how-
ever, relatively few: He or Hei (Black) Miao, Hua 
(Ftowery) Miao, Pe or Pei (White) Miao, Hung 
(Red) Miao, and Ch'ing (Blue) Miao. Dialectical 
differences and minor variations in dniss and other 
customs serve to mark off smalW groups and sul> 
varieties, e.g. the Ta Hua (Great Flowery) Miao, the 
Short-skirt Black Miao, the Magpie Mteo {ffobably 
a subdivision of the White Miao), mmi the Cowrie 
Shell Miao. Only a small percentage ol the many sub-
varieties of Miao in South China wHiniitiJ at 70 
or 80 in all—have been studied and described. Lo-
cation. Miao speakers in South China mm famd main-
ly in Kweichow province, but abo In tooMi adjacent 
areas of Hunan, Szechwan, KwangilL and Yunnan. 
The so-called Hainanese Miao, on iuimm tiland, are 
probably Yao. • The Red Miao a«« oonMUtrated 
along Ae border area of western ttmaa rastem 
Kweichow. In Himan they center in me diiCricts of 
Feng Huang, Kan Ch'eng, and YuniK $iii, an area of 
some 40 by 100 miles which has \mm dadared an 
Autonomous Chou by the Chinese hMfie*s Mflpublic. 
Southeastern K w e i d W , in particiAir Chtiwho anc 
Lushan districts, is the homeland of llie Btick Miao, 
although they have in recent decaAw aim been mi-
grating into northern Kwangsi and fwiti of south-
western Kweichow. Most Blue Miaia m located in 
central Kweichow, in particubur istmnd Kweiyang 
city. The White Miao are fotind <idefly in centra 
and southern Kweichow, and also jNi foutibem Szech-
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wan, where thejr are known as Qiuan Miao. Like 
the White Miao, the Flowery Miao are great mi-
grants who, tlK>ugh based in western Kweichow, can 
found sc^tter^ throughout eastern and southern 
Yunnan, northern Tonkin, much of Laos, and north-
erly Thailand. [Cf. Ling and Ruey 1947: 22ff.; Wiens 
1954: 278-79.] Only the Red Miao in western Hunan 
show any red degree of concentration. Elsewhere the 
Miao lure relatively scattered and mixed—so that in 
many instances Flowery Miao villages adjoin those 
of \ ^ t e Miao or of Tai speakers or Han Chinese. 
G e o g n q ^ . The heartland of the Miao in Soutib China 
lies in me area of the Kweichow plateau and its ex-
tension into adjacent areas of Yunnan, Szechwan, 
Hunan, and Kwangsi. Averaging 4,000 feet above 
sea level, extremely cut up and precipitous, and with 
a wild and sparsely-setdra landscaj^ Kweidbow is 
the most impoverf^ed province in all Soutib China. 
Only in the central basins around Kweiyang and in 
scattered river basim to the east is extensive wet-
rice agriculture possible. A temperate monsoon ch-
mate prevails a good part of the year. The fauna of 
the area includes deer, bears, tigers, and wild boar. 
[Wiens 1954: 18-18; Mickey 1947: 3-5 ] Linguistic 
afffliation. Miao dialects have been variously classi-
fied as Mon-Khmer (Austroasiatic), Tai, SiniHc ''Inde-
pendent," and so on. Creenberg (1953: 282-83) classes 
Miao and Yao together as a separate branch of Sino-
Tibetan. Miao is a tonal, monosyllabic language, dif-
fering somewhat from CMoeae te woid ord^ and 
phonetics. Many words in Miao are obvious Chinese 
loan words. [Cf. Savina 1930: 1111; deBeauclair 1956: 
303.] The major dialects, e.g. Black, Flowery, etc., are 
said to be mutually unintelligible, so that Chinese or 
a Tai dialect frequently serves as a lingua franca (de» 
Beauclair 1960: 128). Most Miao men, at least, are 
able to speak some Chinese. Within a major dialect 
group such as the Fkmery Miao, the various sub-
groups, e.g. Great and Little Flowery Miao, are pre-
sumAly mutually intelUgible (cf. Clarke 1911: IQff.). 
There is no indigenous Miao writing, and until recent-
ly the language was written only in missionary-devised 
scripts. The Chinese People s Republic (Institute of 
Linguistics of the Academy of Sciences) began coHect* 
ing and analyzing Miao vocabularies in IMl , and by 
1955 three Latinised a^habets had been devised-
representative of western Hunan, southeastern Kwei-
chow, and western Kweichow (Its I960: 106^) . De-
mography. The total of Miao speskers in SouA China, 
b a s ^ on 1953 Chinese People s Republic census fig-
ures, is 2,500,000. Of diis total, Kweichow has 1,425,. 
000; Hunan 378,000; Yunnan 360,000; Kwangsi 
204,000; and Szechwan 84,000 (Bruk 1960: 32). EarUer 
estimates are lower^ as illustrated by a 1939 figiaure 
of 548,000 for the total of Miao in Kweichow prov f ;^ 
<Wiens 1954: 278*79). According to Its (19^: 113), 
over 70 per cent of the Kweichow Miao reside in the 
southern and soutibeastem part of die province, where 
the CPR has created two autonomous regions. Cul> 
tural relations. The most potent acculturative force 
in Miao history has undoubtedly been the Chinese— 
both through the stewly encroachment of Chinese 
peasant farmers and the imm dramatic policies and 
programs of successive tmp«n yd dynasties and govern-
ments. In the traditional hituvis^iy •^ f southern frontier 
society under the Manchu m i Mt^blican govern-
ments, the Miao ranked neai bnttrrm, looked down 
iqpon and emloited by Cbsfmm um^ Lolo landlords, 
and regarded as inferior by db^ T^ tifieaking Chung-
chia—themselves largely seco^i^ek^i tiixens. Only the 
Long-skirt Black Miao, centf^-^tif ^^^ang-p'ing dis-
trict of southeastern Kweic^i^, eelatively well 
off—some even landlords in ^ The gen-
erally deq^ed and exploited of the Miao 
may have contributed to their ^wfespread ac-
ceptance of Christianity in thm jlweteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. In wr A Kwr^how, 
among the White and Flowery iIMJ C-*wristian 
missions niet with considerabiks ^ . Miiio vil-
lages everywhere participate in tht^  rtsivi^  and 
trade fairs characteristic of the area ^ Iwire 4'onie 
into frequent contact with Chines rnmtth^^ and 
with members of other ethnic Imv^tmar-
riage with these other groups, inch^ ^ ^ tiu tv«m s^e, 
has been relatlwly infrequent, • \ x^nrd-
ing to ChineMT Communist 
the of 
Szechwan and Kweichow formed rt^^tio*^^ tiases 
during the military campaigns of ^ late ^^^ and 
many Miao ar» said to nave joined (lie mm^ 4 the 
Communist p« ty . Miao cadres thu^ ^ hand 
to assist in the CIdnese People's R»fpttbh« ^^ fmms 
of the 1950s. These reforms have ooner^ ^^  ^^^^ on 
education, elimination of the landkiwtief w^ v aitd 
the estaUiahiaMt of cooperative^ And whis 
trial enterprisM sudi as electric p ^ r « > 
ing. Textbooks have been publitWI in 
Miao ortbogra^y. In 1954 the Ckmmnnu 
that amoi« 4m nationalities (A d m 
Communist party members were tmited ^ m-tmr 
4,600 k>cal party organizations, ^ 
cent of an die villages hi the ti. l im . 
8 8 ^ ) . 
SETTLEMENT PATTERN AND M e -
meat pattern. Villages are ^^  •mm /iiatmce 
from centers of Chinese settlni^ N i^pAdpf^crfstk^y 
in a remote mountain vaBvy n'^ mlUmr ^ ^ by trails 
open to foot travelers or mmk h^trnm ^ vttkge site 
is usually located on a SlIbN* ^^^ M b on sur-
rounding slopes, and OMM ^^  ibmm or river 
below, necessitating -i- WHjing up and 
down in piuvuit of gattainftiH liY«iing activities. 
The layout ol -Wowim ^ Cowrie 
SheXL near Kweiy«M a village is laid 
out wiA more m W mglpim or streets, 
but without waSi ^ iiMiii Aui Thi* ortentation of 
the village and lilt w¥tm it is in accordance 
with the Chiniw g^MiyHitir ffystem of feng shui 
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(Mkkir mi: ^ 14). Among the Magpie Miao of 
Tvtediwan, tl»« village is a cluster of sepa-
rate (ilttey 1880: 144). The Red Miao of 
noiliF* Hunan occupy an area of relatively 
reom firmed qcmflict between Chinese and Miao, 
iiJlii 4 to the C ^ e s e military garrison system, which 
helps to explain their pattern of oompact 
waVb i vUkges within which a maze of small alleyways 
safMNfiOtts the closely spaced houses (Ling aivl Ruey 
I W 33 ff.). • The average number of Inhabitants 
per village does not appear to be very large, although 
fkit range, e.g. among the Sheng, may extend from 
3 er 4 housdiolds to as many as lOO-the equivalent 
ok about 15 to 400-500 i^abitants (deBeauclair 
IMO: 141). The average appears to be between 
50 and 100 persons. Housing. Inroughout many of the 
more remote areas of Kweichow, Miao houses are 
crudely built, and rest directly on the ground. WaUs 
aie of bambra and/or mud, with that(^ roofs. Win-
dows are few or lacking entirely. The structure is 
essentially a single rectangular room with one section 
screened off for the family's domestic animals. A fire 
pk in the earthen floor serves for cooking. In eco-
nomically more advanced areas, as among the Long-
skirt Black Miao of southeastern Kweichow, two-
story, multiple-room houses of brick and tile con-
struction occur. The family occupies the umer story 
and domestic animals are housed below ^ u and 
Ch en 1942: 8). The Red Mi^o of northwestern Hunan 
retain the basic Miao architectural style, but with vari-
ations in materials and method of construction, possi-
bly for defense piuposes. Stone slabs, in addition to 
clay and brick, are used for walls, and roofing consists 
of slate or tile (or pressed bark among the poorer 
villagers). The rectangular space inside the house is 
divided by means of pillars into three areas. Animals 
are housed in an attached shed, which also provides 
toilet facilities for members of the family. Potatoes 
and other vegetables are stored in a pit beneath the 
house (Ling and Ruey 1947: 38-40). TTie Sheng Miao 
of southeastern Kweichow provi^ an example of 
the ability of the Miao to assimilate alien culture 
traits and adapt them to Akeii own environment. 
These Miao, living in a mountainous, heavily tim-
bered area, have apparently admted a number of 
culture traits from meir lowland Tai-speaking n e i ^ -
bors, including wet-rice cultivation and housing. Here 
the house is a rectangular wooden structure raised 
on piles some ten feet above the ground. A veranda 
runs along one side of the structure, with a wooden 
staircase leading down to the ground. The house con-
sists of a main room, with a fireplace for cooking 
purposes, and two or three smaller rooms for sleep-
ing. The roof is of tile or bark. Animals are quartered 
beneath the house and crops stored in seMrate 
granaries (deBeauclair 1960:143). # House furnishings, 
as with most items of material culture among A e 
Miao, are very similar to those in use among the 
Chinese. 
ECX>NOMY. Hie Miao rely prMarily on agriculture 
as a source of food. Secondbry svPHiroes include do-
mesticated animah, hunting, «nd aome fishing. Gath-
eriiig is probably a more kii|>oitMit aouroe of food 
than is indicated in the litemtufe. Afriralture. Pri-
marily mountain-dwelUng swid^en h n m n , although 
when given the opportunity the Miao can adapt very 
wen to wet-rice agriculture-^ in the mountain val-
of central Kweichow province, where they are 
found in large numbers interspersed with Chinese 
and Tai-speddng wet-rice agriculturists. Swidden 
fanning occiurs in southern Szechwan (Ruey 1960: 
144-45), western Kweichow (Clarke 1911: 182), and 
northwestern Hunan (Ling and Ruey 1947; 55). 
Crc^s include maize, buckwheat, mill<^ barley, kao-
Uang, and various vegetables. The upland swiddens 
appear to be si:^plemented wherever possible by 
irrigated wet-rice fields, either along river valleys 
below the village site or in the form of terraced fields 
on the lower slopes. Terracing may be extendve and 
elaborate (cf. Betts 1899: 86). Among the Sheng 
subgroup (rf the Black Miao of southeastern Kwei-
chow, terraces, supported by stone waUs and irri-
gated with dit^es and b a m l ^ pipes, may cover an 
entire hillside (deBeauclair 1960: 144-46). Where 
reliance is mainly on swiddens, as in western Kwei-
chow, there may be frequent clearing of new land 
and rotation of fields, but only infrequent movement 
of an entire village from one location to another. 
Lin (1940: 289) quotes from an 1820 Chinese source: 
In agriculture the Miao men and women work 
together. They have more mountain farms than 
irrigated fields. The farms are seldom suitaMe for 
grain. Burning the thorny trees and decomposing 
plants and exploiting the mountain dopes, they 
plant sesamum, millet, rice, wheal, beim, calyx 
grain, and kaoliang. Having cokfvated for three 
or four years, they relinquish the eid land and ex-* 
ploit new places because the land bec<M»es poor 
after intensive cultivation. After lying bMow sev-
eral years, when the soil is ridi again, they continue 
to cultivate. 
Where the Miao do engage in wet-sice s^piculture, 
their methods, techniques, and impleaients we likely 
to be similar to those in use among tlie Chinese. This 
is well illustrated by the Cowrie SbeU |ust southeast 
of Kweiyang, who rely primarily oa wet rkse grown 
in paddy fields along river valleyt» supplemented 
with winter crops of b^ns, peas, a ^ wlmt, and by 
kitchen gardens (Mickey 1947: 20lf.). DeBeauclair 
(1960: 144-46), however, reports the use of a primi-
tive wooden spade and man-drawn plow among the 
Sheng Miao wet-rice growers in sos^easteia Kwei-
chow. Those Miao living in the w o n mountainous 
parts of the area usually grow opimn popples as a 
commercial crop, but are reportedly Itttle addicted 
to the use of the drug. Tohmxm w d sugar cane are 
also grown. Fishhig md hunting. FMiing techniques 
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include the use of nets, hook and line, and poisoning. 
Some Miao have ad(^ted the Chinese method of 
growing fish from spawn in irrigated Adds, prob-
ably tl^ single largest source of fish in the diet 
(Ling and Ruey 1947; 70; deBeaucIair 1960: 148-50). 
The Miao are known as avid hunters, pursuing this 
activity as a sport as well as a supplementary source 
of food. The crossbow with misoned arrows is a 
characteristic Miao weapon, a l ^ u g h it may be dis-
placed in the more sinicized areas by old muskets 
of Chinese origin. Other hunting techniques include 
traps, snares, pits, and surrounds (using men and 
dogs). Animals sought include deer, bears, tigers, 
hoar, and birds. [Cf, deBeaucIair 1960: 148^ . ] Do-
mestic animals. Cattle, pigs, chickens, cats, and dogs 
are raised by most Miao. ^ e e p , goats, and horses are 
more common in the west near the Tibetan culture 
arei^ . Water hufhio mm k ^ where feasible and, to* 
geth^ with cows, Btm Ae principal draft animals. 
The Sheng Miao of smthMftem Kweichow, however, 
use a man-drawn plow (deBeauckur 1960: 144-46). 
Bee-keeping is mentioned for tiie Red Miao of north-
western Hunan (Ling and Ruey 1947: 72). In general, 
domestic animals serve less as a source of f o ^ than' 
as draft and pack animals and, even more important, 
as a source of animal sacrifices. Food and stimulants. 
Throughout most of area, including western 
Kweichow (Clarke 1011: 182), southern Szechwan 
(Graham 19^a: 20), and ncwthwestem Hunan (Ling 
and Ruey 1947: 55ff.), maize is the stAfie food, sup-
plement^ by such crops as beans, millet, buckwheat, 
and potatoes. Only in cenltml and soudieastem Kwei-
chow is rice a m a ^ food item. In these latter areas 
the Cowrie Shell, for example, base their diet on 
nonglutinous rice supplemented by beans, vegetables, 
chilies, pork, c h i c k ^ and fish in a pattern very 
similar to tfiat of the Chinese (Mickey 1947: 23). The 
Sheng Miao staple is glutinous rice, a preference 
apparently learned from previous association with 
lowland Tai-speaking peoples of southeastern Kwei-
chow and nortfiem Kwangsi. Wu and Ch'en (1942: 
8ff.) call attention to die fondness of the Miao for 
hot peppers and fermented meat dishes, to tiie fre-
quency of dishes made from sour (pickled) vege-
tables, to diie relative scarcity of meat (as compared 
with Chinese), and to the extensive use of alcoholic 
beverages made from rice and com. Industrial arts. 
Home industries include weaving, dyeing, embroid-
ery, carpentry, and work in bamboo. Individual spe-
cialization is rare, although Ruey reports occasional 
silversmithing and blacksmithing among the Magpie 
(1960: 145). The Miao make their own ck>tfi and 
dye it themselves, using home-grown indigo and 
other dyes. In general, hemp cloth predominates in 
the western part of the area, cotton cloth in A e 
east (Wu and Chen 1942: 8ff.). The White and 
Flowery Miao of central and western Kweichow make 
elaborate use of the batik method of resist dyeing, 
but the technique is not used among most of the 
Black Miao g r o i ^ to thr east (deBeaucIair 1960: 
148). Its (1960: 77-78) nirntions the increased eco-
nomic importance iiader present CPR regime of 
such industries as Iwnbritii4i and silkworm culture. 
Embroidery is being eiif*4."^aged as a cottage in-
dustry. Trade* Handicrait^ iirodiK'^ , and game are 
regularly sold or traded at« \ineK markets for such 
products as salt, cloth, and ' m. the Cowrie 
Shell Miao of south-centi*! l^ i^ -ekJbfnr, markets in 
the CSiinese hsien towns atv lieW five or six 
days, serving a variety of ^^ htti^  fronps (Miao, 
Chung-chia, etc.) within a m mile radius 
(Mickey 1947: 41). Its ( imn Th the de-
velopment under Communist Chi of wholesale 
cooperatives in the Miao nationahr ^mas of Kwei-
chow and Hunan. Division of Among the 
Cowrie Shell Miao, who are sinici*^ wet-ricf* agri-
culturists and therefore somewhat at m rtt^rds 
their economic institutions, Mickey r^prirts 
the division of labor as follows: 
Men—butchering, plowing and Yma 
seed, woodwondng and househ«)^lfftng ti^ mftkcis 
with the outside world, and in 
Chinese political and educatiofisl sysTrt^ ^ 
Women—preservation and preparsikm ot UioA. 
kitchra gardens, transplanting, weedrini, and 
harvesting rice and other crofM (wtrt^ mmit 
help frowi men in an extremeh busy ' afoltX 
gaUiering firewood, making thmmd, . J 
ing clothing. 
Both—carrying water, spreading manure i^ t^trtg 
grain, going to market, ami mre 'trnat! 
children. 
In general men and women share in fhe a^ ihimil 
work, Househfild chores tend to be momer ^ ^tanr. 
and hunting to be the specialty of m ^ L9m4 mtmm. 
Throughout mnch of Kweichow m d intr 
Yunnan, Miao farmers have for nmrny y^  > 
tenants om the lands of Chinese, I^ % 
diia landowncfs. There is little domh^ that * Miao 
have bo« i economically exploited ' Ckri^ 1^11). 
On the dth^ hand, the Long-skirt **m€k oen-
tering in Huang-pmg hsien in stnitK -^  ^ fcn Ikwiik^ww 
havt been in some cases them^^^ reUfh^fv weil-
to-do landowners (deBeauclafr and 
in a good many instances Miim f <yA .TK h a ^ worked 
as tenants on land owned bv -it^ - Mia«K often the 
dflicendants of former fu-mu ^ afipointed to 
hereditary positions by tli# CKt v Miao have 
settled down as permweot * n igricukurists and 
been assimilated into ^timinL^ative sys-
tem, as among the C m ^ ^ v^  krmers may own-
the land they work ^^ 29, 42), In sudi 
cases the patrilocal ^ ' r ^ y is the corporate 
land-owning group Its. w^usg from Communist 
Chinese sources, r^f^^^ th.r ki »*fie sample area, just 
south of Kweiyug. mim It per csmt of the population 
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owned 11 over thr<-e-quarters of all arable land in 
the a^ The Communists instituted wholesale land 
rvfoTf ) in late 1954, and by 1956, ac-
.4'orcW i Its' mmn^s, some 90 per cent of all peasant 
fanfj* u tlic Ch*ien*tung-nan Autonomous Cnou in 
»tem Kweichow were incorporatecl into agri-
citl? U cooperatives (Its 1960: 71-72). 
K^ ^ GROUPS. Descent. The Miao of South China 
ttxiay are practically everywhere patrilineal. Kin 
lerrHips. The situation among the Magpie of southern 
S/txAwan is typical; exogamous patronymic surname 
groups, with surnames borrowed from the Chinese, 
can oe equated with the patrisib; the localized core 
of a hamlet, or occasionally of an entire village, made 
up of families bearing the same surname, is synony-
mous with the exogamous patrician; the males of a 
patrilocal extended family, together with outmarrying 
females, equal a patrilineage (Ruey 1960: 145-^). 
A 1943 report by Yang Han-hsien describes the Ta 
Hua (Great Flowery) Miao of extreme northwestern 
Kweichow as formerly organized into 12 exogamous 
[patrilineal] clans. A clan was served by a hereditary 
priest-leader who officiated at sacrificial rites to a 
common remembered ancestor, preserved a genealogi-
cal record, and settled minor disputes. [As reported 
in deBeauclair 1960: 185-86; Its 1960: 174.] This type 
of organization shows many similarities with that of 
the traditional Han Chinese, and is by all indications 
a result of cultural borrowing; that this has occurred 
relatively recently is indicated by Lin Yueh-hwa's 
translation of an 1840 Chinese source which records 
an absence of surnames among the Flowery Miao of 
western Kweichow (Lin 1940: 286). Nor have the 
Miao taken over the Chinese system in toto: in most 
instances, for example, they are less strict alxjut sur-
name (sib) exogamy, restricting it in practice to 
individuals who can trace descent to an actual com-
mon ancestor, i.e. to lineage exogamy (c*f. deBeau-
clair 1960: 186-87). • Ruey suggests that the Miao 
may have originally had a bilateral type of organiza-
tion. He bases this hypothesis on such evidence as 
bilateral characteristics within the kinship system; 
the retention among the Red Miao, at least, of in-
dependent nuclear families; and the tendency, e.g. 
among the Magpie, to maintain a close association 
among near kinsmen on both sides—approximating 
a bilateral kindred (Ruey 1960: 145-46). Kin termin-
ology. The kinship system, like the rest of the social 
organization, appears to reflect the imposition of a 
unilinear (patrilineal) principle on an older base that 
by all indications was probably bilateral. Thus within 
the Magpie kinship system the first ascending gen-
e-ration is bifurcate collateral (different terms for 
Fa. Mo, FaBr, FaSi, MoBr, MoSi), a feature char-
acteristic of the patrilineal Chinese. On the other 
hand, for Ego's generation, sibling terms are essential-
ly extended to include all first cousins, a feature 
fiorinally associated with bilateral societies. Unilineal 
influences are noticeable h e « , too, in that ortho-
cousins (FaBr chiMren) are t«nniiiologically differ-
entiated from other coiisin* (Ruey 1960: 147ff.). 
Adequate information is lacbag on the kinship ter-
minology of most other Miao groups of South China. 
The Red Miao of northwestern Hunan, as reported 
by Ling and Ruey, do, however, call parents and 
parents' siblings by separate terms—Ae bifurcate col-
lateral feature reported above for the Magpie (1947: 
455). 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY. Mode. Premarital sex 
freedom and institutionalized courtship appear to 
have been at one time characteristic of practically all 
Miao groups in South China. As they become assimi-
lated to Chinese culture, however, the Miao tend to 
modify these practices or to give them up altogether. 
[Ling and Ruey 1947: 94; Graham 1937a: 30; Wu 
and Chen 1942: 133, 199; Clarke 1911: 78ff.; Mickey 
1947: 49; deBeauclair 1960: 176-77.] Courtship takes 
place at annual festivals, bazaars, and other public 
occasions. An institutionalized form of courtship may 
take place on a hillside outside the village, where 
young people engage in antiphonal singing and young 
men serenade their partners on the reed organ. Where 
the patrilineal name-sib or lineage is synonymous with 
the local group, as among the Cowrie Shell, this 
courtship pattern is exogamous, i.e. the girls of a 
hamlet or village are serenaded by visiting boys from 
a nearby village. Fine clothes, dancing skills, and 
clever singing are highly prized attributes in the 
selection of a mate. Older Chinese sources mention 
the existence of youth houses located outside the 
village. These are not reported, however, in the con-
temporary literature (Ling and Ruey 1647: 94; de-
Beauclair 1960: 176-77). • Where the older patterns 
of premarital freedom and courtship still exist, a go-
between is normally engaged by the boy's family 
once the couple have dec id^ to marry. A bride price 
is paid, consisting of cattle, goats, sheep, or (more 
recently) money. The Magpie, for example, pay a 
substantial bride price of money and cattle (Ruey 
1960: 146-47). Among the Red Miao a kind of gift 
exchange was formerly practiced, consisting of a 
"bride price" of five or six cattle and a "dowry" of 
cows, goats, and implements (Ling and Ruey 1947: 
94). The more sinicized Miao follow the custom of 
arranged marriages, with a marriage ceremony con-
ducted by a local (Taoist) priest. Form. Marriages 
are predominantly monogamous, although polygyny 
appears to be allowed. In one Cowrie Shell village, 
there were 3 or 4 cases of polygyny out of 32 mar-
riages (Mickey 1947: 19). Extension of incest taboos. 
Theoretically, marriage is prohibited among members 
of the same surname group. In practice, however, this 
seems to be limited to individuals descended from 
the same actual ancestor, i.e. the lineage (Ling and 
Ruey 1947 : 95-96; deBeauclair 1960: 186-87; Ruey 
1960: 146-47). Premarital sexual freedom with cross 
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3usins is allowed among a number of South China 
liao groups. Asjonmetrical patrilateral cross-cousin 
larriage is specifically reported for the Black Miao 
u,ing and Ruey 1947: 94) and the Magpie Miao (Ruey 
960: 146-47). Among the former, a FaSiDa must 
onsult her maternal uncle before marriage, and he 
nay demand an indemnity of her father if she mar-
ies outside the preferred pattern; on the other hand, 
f he has no son for her to marry, then her father 
nay seek an indemnity from him. Residence. Some-
vhat variable. Ranges from neolocal in northwestern 
lunan (Ling and Ruey 1947: 98) through various 
iegrees of matri- patrilocal among some Kweichow 
Vliao groups, to straight patrilocal among the south-
m Szechwan Miao (Graham 1937a: 26; Ruey 1960: 
145-46). Ruey feeb that neolocality among the Red 
Miao may be associated with an earlier bilateral so-
cial organization; be also suggests an earlier bilateral 
structure with ne*»loeahfy for the Magpie. Among 
the Black Miao of southeastern Kweichow, the bride 
remains with her parents, with periodic visits from 
her husband, until the fint child is bom, after which 
she moves to his home. This is true also of the south-
central Kweichow Cowrie Shell, except that change 
of residence takes place once the girl becomes preg-
nant (Mickey 1947: 19, 43, 47). With rare exceptions, 
then, it appears that mast Miao in South China today 
are ultimately patrilocal. Domestic unit. The Red 
Miao of Hunan retain what IJng an<i Ruey call the 
old tradition of independent nwkar families (1947: 
93). More typical frf dbr Stm&i China Miao today, 
however, are the Cmvrir Shell, where extended pat-
rilocal families (tomt^hm^ living in adjacent house-
holds) slightly exceed tin? number of nuclear house-
holds (Mickey 1947: 16-17). As among the Magpie, 
extended families tend to be of the minimal or stem 
type. Once the parents die, these extended house-
holds break up into midear units which later repeat 
the cycle. Inheritance. Among the more sinicized 
Miao, the patrilocal extended family functions as a 
corporate group with respect to land ownership and 
ownership of animals and nonpersonal property. At 
the death of the parents, tfie sons normally divide the 
family property among themselves. [Mickey 1947: 
37, 42; Graham 1937a: 28ff.] Divorce. Divorce, in-
cluding that initiated by the woman, is relatively 
easy and is said to occur frequently—at least until 
the first child is bom. SMondary marriage. In general, 
both the levirate and lororate are permitted. [Clarke 
1911: 78ff.; deBeauclair 1960: 186-87.] 
SOCIOPOLITICAL ORGANIZATION. Political or-
ganization. The variety of Miao groups encountered 
today, often termed ''tribes'' in the literature, is prob-
ably a result of centuries of oppression and disruption 
at the hands of the Chinese. It is also Mssible that 
some of these distinctions may reflect me existence 
of former indigenous kin-based j^litical institutions 
that transcended the village levd. Today, however. 
indigenous political iirganization above the village 
level is lacking, and the Miao are integrated into 
the Chinese political-admintstrative system. Each vil-
lage is a separate unit, s u * ^ t to the local Chinese 
governmental authority (cf Vlickey 1947: 43-44; Ruey 
1960: 146). • Varieties of M to. such as the Flowery 
or Black, cannot be consid< \ triln^ in any political 
sense. Nevertheless these gi- ij>ings nf Miao have in 
the past organized for purpt»?i of imJitary resistance, 
e.g. the insurrection of Black Vfiau m Kweichow in 
the 1860s. A type of loose tnHti fortuMion, primarily 
kin-based and consistent with a lor u ^ustory of mi-
grations, seems a likely hypoth*-*js. J? probable that 
such formations were dominate<l by » ^ mineral quasi-
religious leaders much on thv ordr >{ the Miao 
Tdngs" reported by French researcher the WTiite 
and Flowery Miao at the tim -^ of t - ' migrations 
southward to Indochina in the late ^ H.«l>reenth cen-
tury (deBeauclair 1960: 186). Fxxrth mformation 
is contained in a 1943 report by Yamt Han-hsien, 
a Ta Hua (Great Flowery) Miao trairi< m sociology 
at West China Union University. Accoi .ng to Yang, 
the Ta Hua bad exogamous clans served "V hereditary 
priest-leaders wh<» officiated at sacrifi< vil rit*"^  to a 
conmion remembered ancestor, preserve<l 4enr.*l<>gical 
records, and ?iettliid minor disputes. The ^ariou» clans 
differed somewhat with respect to the fit>taiK rf an-
cestral ceremoniefi such as the type of 4nim;u sacri-
ficed and the method of killing it. The obligate »ns of 
clan membership, including mutual help and *4ttend-
ance at various cf^emonies in the life cycle, super-
seded those of village residence, and clan affiliation 
continued despite change of residence [Cited in de-
Beauclair 1960: 1HM6; Its 1960: 87.] A possible kin-
ship basis for such loose "tribal" formations is indi-
cated also in the case of the Cowrie Shell: 
Since they consider themselves descendants of > 
single anc^tor, the Cowrie Shell Miao reckon a^  
other Cowrie ShcU Miao tlieir kin, and one fiiKi 
among them the same degree of unity as amof ^ 
members of a large family distributed over a CCH* 
siderable territory . . . they are simpty an aggreti^ 
tion of people who trace their descent from a swtih 
ancestor, follow the same or similar customs. u\d 
speak a common language (Mu key 1947: 9) 
The Cowrie Shell Miao area iit ^staitli-c^ntral iLwei-
chow is roughly 30 to 40 mile^ s «<juare A somewhat 
ikniter case is that of the Ch'vuin (White) Miao of 
louthem Szechwan, who are to be defined in 
part by the legend of a corr^ ff^ ^m female ancestor 
(Graham 1937a: 56). In the^ ^ ^^es there is appar-
ently a feeling of onenm* liases' n the idea of pseudo-
sib. Clarke cites cases Miao emigrating 
out of Kweichow into ^^ tMerr. Yunnan and continu-
ing to maintain contauit? MiU their kinsmen at home 
(1911: 178, 278). Rek^^l ft> this kind of identifica-
tion is the fact that vafuius Miao groups rarely 
intermarry (cf. d e ^ m 19 *^): 186-87). Social strati-
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ficaticm The Miao lack any kind of indigenous 
stratify - ton. They were, however, formerly involved 
in \iw udal type of landlord-peasant class system 
char*t istit of the frontier areas under pre-Com-
mum?^ f'hin€«e rule. Their role has often been that 
of mi^ ^^ nt farmer, although in a few cases the Miao 
thfii ^Ives, usually descendants of former fu-ssu 
chit^^ins, have been members of the landlord class. 
T!>4 CJhinese introduced the t'u-ssu system into Kwei-
CLTNII^ ' and the surrounding areas about 1500 A.D. 
Tribal chieftains, including Miao chieftains, were ap-
pointed to hereditary administrative positions, adopt-
ing Chinese surnames and entering into a kind of 
feudatory arrangement with the imperial government 
on behalf of the tribesmen within their jurisdictions. 
(DeBeauclair 1960: 130-31; Clarke 1911: 26; Wiens 
1954: 214ff.] The old feudal institutions of southern 
frontier society are now under heavy attack by the 
Chinese Communists, and the position of the Miao 
m this area is undoubtedly undergoing change. Miao 
are reported to be managers of agricultural coopera-
tives in Kweichow, and delegates to the All-China 
Assembly of People's Representatives (cf. Its 1960: 
88-89). 
RELIGION. Religious behavior reflects the centuries 
of contact in the South China area between the Miao 
and the Chinese, Tibeto-Burmans, and Tai. Some 
animistic and magico-religious beliefs and practices, 
as well as some elements of ancestor worship, appear 
to be very old in Miao culture, or possibly related to 
an ancient cultural complex common to both Miao 
and Chinese; other elements are clearly of Taoist or 
Buddhist origin; and Lolo (Tibeto-Burman) influ-
mces are evident in certain magical feats of healers 
and exorcists in western Kweichow. • Propitiation and 
exorcism, directed at local spirits, demons, and an-
cestral ghosts, comprise a good portion of Miao re-
ligious behavior—up to 90 per cent, according to Ling 
and Ruey (1947: 128). Religious specialists carry 
out animal sacrifices and perform various magico-
religious acts in connection with most of these ac-
tivities. Evil and malevolent forces aboimd, and much 
energy and time is spent in placating, avoiding, or 
c^xorcising them. The Chinese People's Republic is 
today striking at these ideas, particularly the wide-
spread habit of animal sacrifice, which is labeled 
both anachronistic and wasteful. The CPR has de-
voted special attention to introducing scientific medi-
cine as a counteracting force to animal sacrifice (Its 
I960: 94). Supematurals. Animistic beliefs are evident 
in the many food offerings made to spirits of trees, 
rocks, and so on. Also propitiated are a variety of 
local deities, household gods, demons, and spirits. 
Many of these, such as the Jade Emperor, the Lady 
Buddhas, and the Mouth Odor Ghost, are of Chinese 
origin (cf. Wu and Chen 1942 : 27ff.). Ling and 
Ruey (1947: 129) catalogued some 40 different classes 
of supematurals in northwestern Hunan, 16 of which 
they identified as Miao, and 24 as Chinese. Ancestor 
worship and the propttiation of ancestral ghosts is 
a prominent feature of Miao reMfion (cf. Its 1960: 
98^ Offerings to TLord and Lady No" are character-
istic of the Red Miao (Ling and Ruey 1947: 129ff.). 
These two beings figure in a creation myth common 
to many Miao groups, wherein the incestuous union 
of a brother and sister, saved from a imiversal deluge, 
results in the peopling of the entire earth or of 
various Miao clans or siuname groups (cf. Clarke 
1911: 55ff.). Practitioners. Most Miao villages have 
at least one individual, usually a male, who specializes 
on a part-time basis in knowledge of the spirit world 
and in the propitiation and exorcism of malevolent 
spirits, demons, and ghosts. He may or may not 
combine with his over-all priestly functions the addi-
tional functions of curing, divining, and fortune tell-
ing. Curing is often the special province of a female 
shaman or exorcist. Practitioners employ ritual in-
cantations, animal sacrifice, and the manipulation of 
a variety of objects—practices which have a distinctly 
magical connotation and appear to be related to, if 
not derived from, Chinese Taoism. • Among the 
Cowrie Shell, the priests are ordinary men of the 
village who perform at rites of passage, ancestral 
sacrifices, and on various ceremonial occasions to 
ensure good fortune for home and \illage. They ma-
nipulate incense, paper money, bowls of wine and 
rice, and a sacrificial fowl, while delivering a ritual 
incantation in Miao (Mickey 1947: 45). The Red 
Miao village priest operates in much the same way, 
wearing a special robe and cap and making use of 
incense, wax, rice, meat, wine, a trumpet, cymbals, 
paper money, fire, and so on (Ling and Ruey 1947: 
128-29). Whereas the Red Miao priest may also en-
gage in healing ceremonies, rain making, and divin-
ing, most curing functions among the Cowrie Shell 
are handled by a female specialist or shamaness 
(Mickey 1947: 45, 62). The Black Miao of south-
eastern Kweichow combine these various functions 
in one person, a part-time village priest or exorcist 
(Wu and Ch'en 1942: 27-28; deBeam^air 1960: 162); 
whereas the Flowery Miao of wmtmi Kweichow, 
like the Cowrie Shell, employ a prir»t, kwei-shth, as 
well as a female shamaness-exorciit^ mi-la (Chen 
1942: 89). The southern Szechwan (White) Miao 
conform to the western Kweicho>* pattern except 
that their shamans or exorcists are males endow^ 
with extraordinary or supernatural powers, such as 
the ability to walk on knives and handle red-hot 
metal. These attributes, plus the elaborateness and 
complexity of their incantations and formulas, re-
flect the influence of Tibeto-Biuman cultures farther 
west (Graham 1937a: 65ff.; deBeaudair 1960: 162). 
There are indications that Miao priesH may also have 
had in the past secular functions as quasi-religious 
leaders of loose tribal (kin-based) formations during 
periods of migration and insurrectkm (cf. deBeau-
dair 1960: 185-86). Ceremonies. Individual or family-
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oriented ceremonies include periodic offerings of food 
and incense at small shrines outside the village and 
along the road to a variety of local spirits and an-
cestral ghosts. The more sinicized among the Miao 
preserve a small shrine within the home for the an-
cestral tablets. • Many of the annual ceremonial oc-
casions and religious festivals reflect a strong Han 
Chinese influence. Most characteristic are the an-
nual flower dances or musical festivals and the peri-
odic buffalo sacrifices. Tlie festivals, which tend to 
be associated with the Miao agricultural calendar, 
not only ensure good crops but are also major recrea-
tional events. Neighboring villages among the Flowery 
Miao, for example, may cooperate in putting on a 
dance festival outside one of the participating vil-
lages. Music, dancing, gaiety, and courting may go 
on for a day or more. Chinese merchants set up 
their stalls, and racing and buffalo fights serve as 
added attractions (W'u and Chen 1942: 195ff.; 
Clarke 1911: 63). • Miao ancestor worship often 
involves animal sacrifice. H i e Red Miao, for ex-
ample, tie a pig to a post, where it is ceremonially 
slaughtered to the accompaniment of incantations 
and-ritual acts by a village priest (Ling and Ruey 
1947: 131ff.). Among the Howery Miao, a memorial 
ceremony should ideally performed on the thir-
teenth anniversary o< deatti. A straw pavilion is 
erected on ground oi»tside the village and here the 
members of the family and friends congregate, to-
gether with a kwei-shih, village priest. The latter 
conducts the ritual aspects of ihv ceremony, while 
the actual sacrifice is perfomwd by a malt* descendant 
of the deceased ancestor. The sacrificial animal is 
dismembered and cooked on the spot. The body parts 
are eaten by all family meml^ers assembled and the 
head is placed on the altar within the pavilion (Chen 
1942: 91). • The most si>ectacular of these ancestral 
ceremonies are the periodic village-wide buffalo sac-
rifices. According to deBeauclair (1960: 158), such 
sacrifices in western Kweichow are at present spon-
sored by individual families following the death of 
a male member; only in central and eastern Kwei-
chow, among the White and Black Miao, is the kill-
ing of buffalo simultaneously carried out by all fam-
ilies of a village every seven or thirteen years. 
Water buffalo fights may be held in conjunction with 
these cyclical ancestral ceremonies, or they may be 
purely recreational events, as among the Tai-speaking 
Tung of Kweichow. Ac^cording to deBeauclair (1960: 
158), fighting buffalo on the occasion of ancestral 
sacrifices is limited in Kweichow to the area of 
Kweiyang and eastward. • Cyclical, village-wide buf-
falo fights and sacrificial ceremonies in honor of the 
ancestors are described by Wu Tsu-lin for the Cowrie 
Shell south of Kweiyang (quoted by Mickey 1947: 
78ff.). The families of a village enter specially se-
lected and fattened bulls in paired contests. Prior to 
the fighting, the animals are led in procession around 
the bullfight meadow, accompanied by family rep-
resentatives, village prie-sts, and musicians. The vic-
torious animals are sacrifitx^d in individual family 
rites outside the villag»\ The killing is done on an 
inscribed stone which rtmiaim in place as a memorial. 
The body is cut up arnl di -^ied among friends and 
relatives and the horns presr^ v»xl in the family home-
stead. These are occasions at^ for village-wide feast-
ing and for courting and is « rrym aking among the 
young people. • Drum dancir.4 is t>|H)rted specifical-
ly for the Red Miao of Huif^ iii r x>nnection with 
certain sacrificial ceremonies Hf?re n and/or wom-
en dance around a drum set im cro iews. Methods 
of beating the drum are elabiw.»te varied (Ling 
and Ruey 1947: 202ff.). DeBeuiicla 196^ ) 152-53) 
reports tiie use of bronze drutus the Sheng 
and certain other Black Miao gnnips eastern Kwei-
chow. • An ordeal or oath-taking ci M)II\ Uy ''eat-
ing blood" occurs among the Rt*d M 40. indi-
viduals engaged in a dispute will, in pfr^f tn e of 
a priest, drink a mixture of animal I Mxi 4n<i wine 
following the invocation of a powertu spi» hy the 
priest. The Miao maintain tliat who« *-r :*t fault 
in the dispute will immediately die {1 4ig • • f Hucy 
1947: 152). Illness and medicine. Sickmss .. loatii 
are in most instances attributed tn suj^  ^ihn.tl 
causes—either soul loss or the presenc» of .. tr ievo 
lent spirit. In the case of the latter, tin us» ptocf 
dure is to identify the offending spirit and ^rcisc 
it by means of magical ritual and incani^tiot mong 
the Red Miao, identification is mad(' by tniale 
specialist and the exorcistic ritual canru^d ^y a 
male priest (Ling and Ruey 1947: J The 
Black Miao combine these functions JP OT»« rson. 
a village priest, who also officiates at since M 
monies, funerals, and the like. The in t^st t . j pat 
tern appears to be that found in centriil aiv -< ostern 
Kweichow as well as in southern S/»x'h\\ vhert-
curing rites are the specialty of a female ist (a 
shamaness. These persons among i}u Co SIK H 
undergo no special initiation, one wom^n Uuit 
she received h<?r powers after a seri<Mf^  ill? .innu^ 
which she "died" and recovered. 1 v o ^a s 
into a trancelike state, moving hf't Hant »1 feet 
in a prescribed fashion to the )mt »tiit of 
whistling, hissing, and coughing nr it *ttfinpt 
to enter into communication wit! « world. 
The remainder of the cerem*>tiy an ex-
orcistic ritual with Taoist M^ TT MJV 1947: 
45, 62). Insect poisoning. ^ ki 'hcraft or 
sorcery by insect poisonint ku n r- d for the 
Red Miao (Ling and Rue the Black 
Miao (Clarke 1911: 63), v . I 4»ao (Chen 
1942: 92), and the Cown. ^ f i .uy 1947 : 61). 
It was formerly widf^^pre^ nj ^ th« Han Chinese, 
who continue to asmbc th t>m« ti of the Miao^ 
and other minorits gn tl^  ibilitv to harm or 
influence others tl> i^g^  , «cticc (cf. Feng and 
Shryock 1935). A rep tl i the Miao, a woman 
acquires knowledir* of u p n«{>ning as a result of 
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secret ^ iinmic at thi* hands of a female ff-iative. A 
Variety of f M>nou$ creatures are put together in 
a jar a utKil only one is left. Tins is the fcw, 
or ku •Jpin? vrhkh contains the essence oi all the 
poi«a«w. A-^  »rding to different version*, a powder 
is m le it^tm the ku which is secretly pitt in the 
i)f M) intended victim; or the woman, having 
ab^ t^  rt>ed the ku essence or spirit into her own body, 
rek-ases it by pointing or shaking her fingers at a 
vk^im. It is generally held that a woman must pe-
riodically release her poison or she herself will lose 
her reason, or sicken and die. Symptoms of ku poi-
soning are said to include bodily swelling, stomach 
cramps, diarrhea, and coma. It is also believed that 
Miao women use the poison, or the threat of it, to 
retain a husband or lover. Egg divination is used in 
some cases to determine whether an illness has been 
caused by insect poisoning. Antidotes appear to be 
few, although Feng and Shryock (1935: 15) mention 
that according to some sources the person so afflicted 
must resort to the original sorcerer. Persons suspected 
of being insect poisoners are shunned and occasion-
ally ostracized from their home villages. Birth. Both 
Ling and Ruey (1947: 99) and Mickey (1947: 47ff.) 
report that childbirth among Miao women is rela-
tively easy. The former maintain that among the 
Red Miao of Hunan a woman will continue working 
up to the day of delivery, which may occur unattend-
ed while she is still in the fields. The woman is said 
to maintain an upright position, legs apart and slightly 
bent while grasping a stationary object, with a lined 
basket or receptacle on the ground to receive the 
baby. The mother is back in the fields and working 
again within three or four days. The Red Miao are 
said to know of an herb which makes their wwnen 
strong and able to give birth easily. Mickey, report-
ing for the Cowrie Shell, confirms this account of 
the ease of birth, and the fact that a woman is up 
and doing hard labor within three to five days. 
Soul, death, and afterlife. The Miao have the Chi-
nese concept of three principal souls, as well as their 
ideas about transmigration and reincarnation. Par-
ticularly feared are the souls of persons who have 
died unnatural deaths, since these linger on earth 
as malevolent spirits. Much attention is paid there-
fore to ensuring that the soul gets well started on 
its journey to the afterlife, and to making sure that 
no evil influences are present during the period of 
mourning and burial. • The funeral ceremonies of 
the Miao also show much Chinese influence. The 
body is placed in a wooden coffin in the home for 
a period of one or two days, during which time it 
is attended by mourning relatives and also by a vil-
lage priest. The priest exorcises evil influences by 
chanting and magically manipulating various objects, 
and performs an "opening the way" ceremony for 
the soul. On the second day, a buffalo or other ani-
mal may be sacrificed. Burial usually takes place on 
the third day, preceded by a procession to the village 
cemetery where a grav<' «ite has previously been 
selected by geomant^, P<>«tmortiiary rites may in-
clude visits to the grave f w a period of years and 
the maintenance of an ancestral tablet in the home. 
[Cf. Mickey 1947: 46, 52 for the Cowrie Shell; Wu 
and Ch'en 1942: 27 for the Black Miao.] Cremation 
is practiced only in cases of death by contagious dis-
ease. Methods of disposing of the corpse apparently 
varied much more in the past than they do now. Wu 
and Chen (1942: 11-12) report stone-lined graves 
and exposure; while deBeauclair (1960: 159-60) men-
tions cases of live burial among a subgroup of the 
Black Miao. Among the White (Chuan) Miao of 
southern Szechwan, a second burial takes place after 
an indefinite period; the bones are washed, put in 
a new coffin, and reburied (Graham 1937a: 57ff.). 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. DeBeauclair 1956,1960; Betts 1899; 
Bruk 1960; Ch'en 1942; Clarke 1911; Feng and Shry-
ock 1935; Graham 1937a; Greenberg 1953; Its 1960; 
Lin 1940; Ling and Ruey 1947; Mickey 1947; Ruey 
I960; Savina 1930; Wiens 1954; Wu and Ch en 1942. 
INDOCHINA MEO 
Synonyms. Miao, Mnong 
ORIENTATION. Identification. The Indochina Meo 
refer to themselves as Mnong or Miao (Bourotte 1943: 
33; Lafont 1961). According to Abadie (1924: 150-
51), those in northern Vietnam are divided into five 
groups, each named for a characteristic of the wom-
en's costume: the White Meo, Black Meo, Red Meo, 
Flowered Meo, and the Mung Cha Meo. A recent 
source from North Vietnam (NNCDT 1959: 244) 
also describes five Meo groupings in northern Viet-
nam, using Vietnamese transcriptions: the Meo Trang 
(White Meo), Meo Hoa (Flowered Meo), Meo Do (Red 
Meo), Meo Den (Black Meo), and the Meo Mong Sua. 
According to Lafont (1961), the Black Meo and White 
Meo predominate in northern Laos. Location^ In 
northern Vietnam the most important concentrations of 
Meo are along the Chinese frontier between Dong 
Van and Quan Ba, between Pa Kha and Muong 
Khuong, and along the right bank of the Red river 
between Nghia Lo, Van Bu, and Tu Le. On the 
Black river they are located north of Vau Yen. In the 
Dong Van and Muong Khoung rp0ans they consti-
tute the majority of the population. [Embree and 
Thomas 1950: 112.] The Meo in Lam are most heavily 
concentrated in Xieng Khouang province (Barney 
1961: 10-11). Linguistic affiliation. The language is 
predominantly monosyllabic. It contains 53 consonant 
phonemes, 13 vowel phonemes (9 «imple vowels and 
4 vowel clusters), and 7 tone phooemes. The Meo 
of Xieng Khouang in Laos are of two major dialect 
groups, the Mon Tleu or White Meo, and the Mon 
Len or Striped Meo. [Smalley 19J56: 50.] In northern 
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Vietnam, the Meo are reported to use kwan hoa as 
their lingua franca in dealing with other groups 
(Abadie 1924: 152). Lao is the lingua franca in Laos, 
according to Barney (1961: 45). Demography. Savina 
(1930; 193) estimated the total Meo population of 
Laos and Vietnam at 200,000, although Roux and 
Tran (1954: 388) consider this figure much too high. 
Abadie (1924: 149) reported the Meo in Vietnam at 
40,000 and Morechand (1952: 355) later raised it 
to 60,000. Bourotte (1943: 34) reported 100,000 in all 
of Indochina, with 40,000 in Vietnam and 60,000 in 
Laos. Le (1955: 48) ^so placed the Meo population 
of Indochina at 100,000. According to Barney (1961: 
2), the governor of Xieng Khouang province in I^os 
estimated the Meo population for that province at 
45,000. Lafont (1961) agrees with the 1931 census 
which lists 60,000 Mea in Laos. The NNCDT (1959: 
244) reports the Meo population of Vietnam to be 
182,747. History aad cukural relations. Early in the 
nineteenth century, the Meo are reported to have 
begun their large-scale migrations into northern Viet-
nam. At this time several thousand moved into Viet-
nam, after devastating large areas of Yunnan prov-
ince in southern China. They clashed with the Man 
(Yao) and Tai groups of the Dong Van area, driving 
th^m out and occupying their land. Around 1860, 
the second Meo "invasion" ^xxurred, coincident with 
the Tai-ping rebellion im ChuiiA. Se\'eral thousand 
Meo swept across the upkfxi art a uk northern Viet-
nam, reaching the fringes >f tW delta Ix-fore the 
Vietnamese repulsed t h ^ It is said tliat the heavy, 
humid climate of the lowland ^ak to<i much for the 
Meo, since they were iiccu>tom<'d to higlier altitudes. 
They also are reported to liave been terrified of the 
elephants used by thr Virtnamese army. • Sioung, 
the semilegendary leadrr o< the Meo, appeared about 
this time. Gaining prominence for his remarkable 
physical feats, he led the Meo in combat against the 
various groups in the Yen Ming and Quan Ba areas. 
Some of the Man and Nung accepted his leadership, 
but the Tho fought Sioung and his followers for 
twelve years. [Abadie 1^24 150, 163; Diguet 1908: 
129; Lunet de Lajonqui^ re 1906: 297.] The Meo in 
Vietnam have been involved in a long series of re-
bellions against the central -government. In 1862 the 
White Meo led an uprismg which was repressed by 
the Vietnamese, aided by various Tai groups as well 
as some Meo. In 1919, in an attempt to neutralize 
the Meo potential for rel)eUion, the French seized 
all their firearms. Becau.s< of the traditional skill of 
the Meo at making muskf^s this proved to be an 
ineffective effort. The role of Meo priest-sorcerers 
in these uprisings has been emphasized by some in-
vestigators. [Bonifacy 1919 24; Grossin 1926: 43.] 
Migrations into Laos have l)een largely without con-
flict. As early as 1850 Meo are reported to have 
established numerous villages in the mountain area 
around the city of Luang Prabang, where they cleared 
the forest to plant maize and poppies, [Le Bcjulanger 
1931: 212.] In northern Laos the town of Xieng 
Khouang with its n)ark< r pi 4t e attracts most of the 
ethnic groups in the arc^. Vhe town population in-
cludes Vietnamese artlsiins, hinese traders, Indian 
cloth merchants, and a vatt*^ ig of Westerners. The 
daily market and the g/anci festival of the eighth 
lunar month provide op|x>rt>. •tie*^  for visiting Meo 
to meet other ethnic grfnip^ contacts have 
had some effect on Meo soi v. have been 
drawn into the labor market ai^  t)thr ^ have adopted 
wet-rice agriculture. Those oi he Xtt-ni^  Khouang 
area have also been integrat<^ M» tli ' tatMmal politi-
cal life of Laos, and have btt in^  ^^  ik^I by the 
expanding educational facilities tl» .in Barney 
1961: 5, 45-50.] 
SETTLEMENT PATTERN ANl. HO IN^ Settle-
ment pattern. The Meo prefer c. a t " r a n g -
ing from 3,UX) to 6,000 feet. D^ vpitt t;^Jitional 
pattern of pericxlic moves in search o? to 
clear and cultivate, some settlements U r -ffuiufxl 
in one site for a relatively long tim» M ' hand 
(1952: 356) desc ribes one such settlemeir m r^^ tnam 
located in tlie same place for over a h< dr^  years. 
Because of their poppy cultivation, the 1 .am 
are more restrict*xi in their selection of fla sites. 
They must .seek tresh, arable land am: :op that 
are relatively les< ex|x)sed to the sun s s • thus 
chosen is occupied for five or six years. [1 xtor 
186-87.] MorechaiKi (1952: 355), in studv Vhite 
Meo canton in northern Vietnam, fouiKi thjt then* 
were no real aggK»merations; instead, wei' 
dispersed. A total population of 676, div 'eci vtiona 
133 families in 82 households, yielded An ar den 
sity of 16 per square kilometer. Banie\ Uir 12 ) 
reports that in the Xieng Khouang area M<'<> 
viUages average around 8 houses, witli jw 'arufr 
villages of around 40 houses. Housing. K »ii 
Vietnam an> reHangular in shape and jli .re< •K 
on the ground, with walls normally ol atl md 4 
thatched r*x>f. Well-to-do Meo use pi *s wulh 
and either tile or wooden shingles on T. W N-
dows may l>e cut into the walls. A mp - ro v 
as storage room, granary, and recei ^ un tor 
visitors ami also contains the hf-arth • aH tlie 
ancestors. Usually there are s^-vfra' »ai \leeping 
compartments. A stable, consrr^ K te^  f ks and 
ijther iivailable wood, is locatetJ v ir- i kitchen 
Kardrn and fruit grove are t^ ^ o» [Abadie 
1924: 157-58; Savina 1930 .lu^  de lajon-
i|ui^ re 1906: 304-08; Masp^r 44 ] In the 
iUeiig Khouang area, Mtnt h< nf:^nicted en-
tirely of axe-hewn wocwl ta^  doors; none 
have windows. A raises ^  dat^ n N a sleeping 
area. Most houses hav<' trf' otw for cooking 
and one which is us. dn < v gatherings. A 
shrine for the spirit » 1\ \»un<l attached to 
one wall. Family am^ p<»vM*ssions, which are 
stored in the main /ii. - ludt a rice pounder, a 
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husldng im^ -cie, corn mill, tools, crosslx)ws, flint-
lock gum Ti:>iJ U)r cooking, musical instruments, 
and saA Bariiey 1961: 30.] 
fcCON' Agriculture. Maize is the traditional 
uugh Ck)urdon (1931: 92) points out that 
' heuf^  ' possible the Meo adopt paddy agriculture. 
\bati>v 1924: 151) reports that some Meo in north-
m V ^ uiam have irrigated paddy fields along the 
slope V Jind bottoms of upland mountain valleys. Farm-
ing them during the daytime, they climb the slopes 
back to their villages in the evening. In Laos, par-
tioilarly in the vicinity of Xieng Khouang, some Meo 
have been engaged in wet-rice agrictdture, and some 
of the White Meo and Striped Meo cultivate upland 
rice by the swidden method (Lafont 1960: 188; 
Barney 1961: 24-26). For upland-rice swidden agri-
culture, the heavy vegetation and trees are cut and 
allowed to dry. In March, before the rains start, the 
dried wood is burned. Debris is cleared from the 
swidden, and the soil is loosened with hoes. After 
the first rains of late April or May have moistened 
the soil, the seeds are planted. The Meo are casual 
about weeding, and they irrigate the swidden only 
occasionally. When the swidden is located some dis-
tance from the village, temporary shelters are erected 
for the young men who guard the growing crops. 
• Maize swidden agriculture is similar to that for 
rice. When the first rains begin, the men make holes 
with digging sticks, and the women follow, placing 
animal dung fertilizer and kernels in each hole, after 
which the soil is pounded with a hoe. At harvest, 
the maize is stored in the upper parts of the house, 
away from the animals, where the heat from the 
fires dries it. Stalks are cut and carried to the house 
to be used as fuel. The Meo customarily cultivate a 
maize swidden three years, leaving it to lie fallow 
for eight to ten years. Secondary crops may be plant-
ed in the swidden after the maize harvest. (Abadie 
1924: 160; Diguet 1908: 138; Lunet de Lajonquiere 
1906: 309.1 The French have attempted to prevent 
Meo swidden agriculture on several occasions. In 
1912 the resident of Xieng Khouang became appre-
hensive about deforestation, and issued a decree that 
the Meo would either have to replant areas they had 
cleared, burned, and cultivated, or leave the prov-
ince. The Meo agreed to rrplant, and it is reported 
that they have continued to do so. [Roux and Tran 
1954: 389.] Secondary crops grown in kitchen gar-
dens and sometimes in the swiddens, include green 
beans, peas, pumpkins, cucumbers, buckwheat, sorg-
hum, turnips, eggplant, cabbage, s<iuash, and a local 
grain called cao lien. Tobacco and hemp are less 
common. [Lunet de Lajonquiere 1906: 310; Diguet 
1908: 138; Abadie 1924: 160; Roux and Tran 1954: 
390.] Some of the Meo in the Xieng Khouang area 
of Laos grow potatoes, of which some are sold to 
Westerners, but most are fed to livestock. Maize 
and squash are also fed to livestock in the wet-rice 
growing zones, but the> are consumed by the family 
when the rice crop is in.»de<|ti«te. The Meo of Xieng 
Khouang also cultivate flax for weaving. [Barney 
1961: 26-28.] Roux and Tran ^ 1954: 390) report that 
opium poppies constitute the majoc cash crop among 
the Meo. According to Bamw ( 1 « 1 : 26-28), each 
patrilineal residence group in the Xieng Khouang 
area has its own poppy field. Opium was formerly 
bartered at the Xieng KhouAitg market. Fishing 
and hunting. The Meo are skilled hunters. They 
make their own firearms, which resemble Euro-
pean muskets of the eighteenth c^mtury. Diguet 
(1908: 139) reports that neither hunt tag nor fishing 
contributes very much to their sustenance, however. 
Domestic animals* The Meo are ceMrated horse 
breeders. They also raise cattle, buffalo, pigs, goats, 
chickens, ducks, guinea hens, dogs, and cats. A spe-
cial breed of white dog is a common household pet. 
Goat s milk and cow's milk are sometimes consumed 
among the Meo in Laos, but the eggs obtained from 
chickens and ducks are usually traded at the local 
markets. [Lunet de Lajonquiere 1906: 311; Abadie 
1924: 158; Barney 1961: 28-29.] Industrial arts. Meo 
industry is predominantly familial, although there 
usually are several specialists in each village. Within 
the family, the women weave cloth for clothing and 
coverings. For male garments the cloth is dyed, but 
for female garb it is elaborately embroidered in in-
tricate and colorful designs. A batik type of design 
is produced by a cire-perdue (lost wax) method, 
using beeswax collected in the forest. Silk and 
needles are purchased from Chinese and Vietnamese 
merchants in the market towns. [Abadie 1924: 161; 
Cresson and Jeannin 1944: 435; Barney 1961: 28.] 
An alcohol made from maize is produced by most 
Meo families. Village specialists work silver purchased 
in the market towns into heavy bracelets and collars, 
intricately designed. In addition to their value as 
jewelry, they serve as a public display of family 
wealth. Village specialists 5so produce farm imple-
ments, and Meo armorers make musketlike weapons. 
Powder is prepared from saltpeter found in moun-
tain caves and sulphur purchased frcm lowland 
groups. [Fromaget 1937: 168; Dusmult 1924: 41; 
Grossin 1926: 42-44.] Trade. The Meo are active 
traders. In northern Vietnam along tlir Chinese bor-
der they sell wood for coffins to Chinese merchants 
(Lunet de Lajonquiere 1906: 310-15). In northern 
Laos, Xieng Khouang and Luang Prfthang were un-
til recently the principal markets fnr Meo opium. 
In the traditional pattern reported fcnr the Yunnan-
Indochina border area, Chinese mcrchints travel from 
village to village, purchasing opium from individual 
farmers. [Roux and Tran 1954: 391; Hickey 1956; 
Lafont 1961.] Division of labor. In A e Xieng Khouang 
area men prepare the fields, cart^  for the crops, and 
construct the granaries. At harvest time, all able-
bodied m ^ b e r s of the family participate. Men cut 
the stalks while women flail, and the men carry the 
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baskets of grain (maize or paddy) to the granaries. 
Should pack horses be needed to transport grain, 
they are led by young boys, while tlie girls help 
gather grain into baskets. Older members of the fam-
3y watch the small children and prepare meals. 
[Barney 1961: 25-26.] In the production of opium, 
women are more active than men. Men construct 
the woven rattan or bamboo fences around the poppy 
fields, while women sow the seed, weeil, and cut 
the bloom to remove the opium fluid. [Barnry 1961: 
27.] Men construct and maintain the housi^ s and care 
for the livestock. Boys and older men gather fire-
wood. Women are responsible for preparmg and 
serving food, but at festivals, the young men prepare 
special rice cakes. [Barney 1961: 30-31.] l^nd tenure. 
In the Xieng Khouang art^ a, Bam<-\ (1*^ 61; 31) re-
ports that wherever th*Te swidden agriculture, the 
man who clears the laiid has usufnu t. A Meo patri-
lineal descent group working together may have 
three or four cleared swiddens planted to upland 
rice and one planted to opium poppies. A married 
son may begin work on a field of his own if he can 
do so without disrupting the division of labor. [Barney 
1961: 31.] 
KIN GROUPS. Descent. Lunet de Lajonquiere (1906: 
314-18), Diguet (1908: 144). and Ahadie (1924: 167-
69) report that Meo grmips m northern Vietnam have 
patrilineal kinship sy^erns. Descent is patrilineal, and 
the father holds title to family projKTty. After his 
death, the bulk of the i)ropt*rt> passes to the eldest 
son, who also receives exclusive right to use the 
family swiddens. Reside nce after marriage is either 
patrilocal or neolocal, but in the vicinity of the pa-
ternal house. Kin groups. The White Meo of Xieng 
Khouang in Laos are reported to have exogamous 
patrilineal clans, each oHi which has a name and an 
origin myth. Members trace their descent from a 
common ancestor. There is prescribed behavior for 
members of the same clun. and special terms of ref-
erence and address. They refer to other members of 
the clan as ku to kew ti (my juniors and seniors). 
The clans constitute the most important social units 
among the White Meo, and in some villages a clan 
is coextensive with the village, so that the head of 
the clan is also the village headman. Marriage is 
considered a bond bets^ e^en two clans, and the re-
ciprocal feasting which is integral to the marriage 
ritual symbolizes this relationship. [Barney 1961: 
10-17.] According to White Meo informants in north-
em Laos, there normally are several clans in each 
village, each with a leader who is the eldest male 
of the senior line. Each clan has its ovm name and 
origin myth, and ancestors who are contacted in pre-
scribed rituals through the special powers of the 
clan chief. Children are mem^rs ot their father s 
clan, and clans are exogamous. One informant re-
ported that in his village there were four clans. 
[Hickey 1956.] 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY Vfode. The North Viet-
nam Meo permit thi u cluldii^n to select their own 
mates. The young pt UH^ K? r at periodic "marriage 
fairs'' to display th<Mr pn ^ at handicrafts and 
games. Courtships start ?n t a-stive atmosphere of 
singing and dancing. W h*^  selection has been 
made, the boys parents ot •he services of an 
intermediary to approach tb v paremts, and an 
agreement is made concerninv hrid* price. If the 
boy is too poor to pay the I ^ Hce and the cost 
of the marriage feast, his par ^ law usually de-
fray the cost, and the boy ^ i t^d to do 
service for a two-year period. <le l^ijonquiere 
1906: 314-18.] According to Barii. m\ U 33), in 
the Xieng Khouang area of Lao*' utg meet 
at village celebrations such as Uf 'mat t-v^  vear 
feast. Villages extend invitations ? nth* tki^es, 
and games are organized so that yor > 'pie 
may meet. A ball game is the uMisi fum , Hays 
and girls form two lines, arrangt»<i so / "ose 
facing are of different clans. A Iml! LS T< .^ K 
and forth, and the participants sing to on* 
Relationships resulting from the halt gamt 
pected to result in cx>urtships. In courtship n 
visits the girl's village, where they may ^ a 
trial marriage. The formal marriage is arr;^  ^ 
an intermediary usually an elder brothf r oi Mai 
uncle of the boy. A !)ride price is agreed uj rul 
the marriage date is set. A yovmg man is re hU 
for accumulating his own bride price, altliou^ tn 
bers of the patrilineal residence group m. ist 
Usually a young man earns it by extra labor 
labor. Marriage consists of a eelebidition -he 
groom's house fo}lowe<l by another ritual at tl s 
house. Gifts ar» exchanged. Resident e is p-
and the bride visits her family. [Banu s 
Bourotte 1943: 38-45.] Form. In nori^i^m atu 
the Meo permit polygyny. Usually it fo mK 
among the well to-do. It is not unconuctim » u^ r 
to have thr»*t^  m four wives. [Grossii ^fi 
rotte 1943 : 45.] Among the Meo of tb. 
area of La<xs, many cases of polygynv hr 
levirate Si^ roral polygyny is found ^ Mf>i 
mon. Well to-do Meo usually hav> vtif 
wife, all living under the same n* * -i 
the same sleeping area. The ^^ rst -
the head wife. [Barney 19f^ l • K« '-urm-e. In 
m^rthem Vietnam, residence -^ tr ^ patri-
local or neolocal, but in th w eternal 
house. If the family is p - h » ?here is 
insufficient land, sons mav rv Young 
men may reside matrilocal^ ^ period when 
they cannot afford a m* * Lajon-
qui^jre 1906: 314-18, \bii- Cnissin 1926: 
45.] Among the in ' is temporarily 
patrilocal. After a c i^l* v. eonple establish 
their own h o u s e h - — f r n i a l house, and 
the son is still hf i uithority. [Barney 
1961: 11.] Domeviw ur^ Meo ^ >useholds normally 
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i-i^^ist of As aiitl at least one married son and 
h .iinily. * ^ patrilocal extended family (or mini-
tr th< m family) is probably common. For 
I . iChrHiang area) Barney reports house-
of o 35 residents, containing married sons 
t^xd milieu as well as other dependent kin. 
Harne> 9-10.] Inheritance. In northern Viet-
nam, tamily property consists of the house, fur-
iiishini^  animals, produce from gardens and swid-
dens, .si the s^ '^iddens themselves. After the death 
of the lousehold head, the wife assumes temporary 
contir. of family property, and after her death, the 
ekU^ son inherits the bulk of the property and ex-
clu*rtve use of the swidden. Other sons receive a small 
share of the movable property. [Abadie 1924; 167-
Diguet 1908: 144.] Barney (1961: 31) reports 
much the same pattern among the Meo in Laos. Un-
less the widow is elderly, she normally becomes the 
second wife of her husband s brother, who then be-
comes guardian of his brother s family property. 
Bourotte (1943 : 38-45), writing of the White Meo 
in Laos, says that it was traditional for the eldest 
son to become head of the house on the death of 
his father, and also to inherit most of the family 
property with the understanding that he be respon-
sible for all males who chose to remain in the pater-
nal house. Due to Lao influence, however, the White 
Meo now divide the patrimony evenly among the 
sons, and the son who remains in the paternal house 
becomes the head of the family. Divorce. Among 
the North Vietnam Meo, if the wife is proven to 
have committed adultery, she can be repudiated by 
her husband, and her parents must return the bride 
price. [Grossin 1926 : 49.] Divorce is possible, but not 
frequent among the Meo of the Xieng Khouang area 
of Laos. In cases of marital difficulty, the heads of 
the patrilineal residence groups may arbitrate, per-
haps with the assistance of the district chief. [Barney 
1961: 16.] 
SOCIOPOLITICAL ORGANIZATION. In northern 
Vietnam most Meo groups are dispersed, and in 
most instances the highest political position is that of 
village chief. In Meo villages populated by members 
of the same kin group, often the eldest male is auto-
matically the village chief (Diguet 1908: 137). In 
areas where there are relatively dense groupings of 
Meo, they have sometimes attained positions of au-
thority recognized by other ethnic groups. In the 
Dong Van area the Meo have gained political con-
trol, and in the Pa Kha area, the ly truong (the posi-
tion above village chief) was at one time Meo (Lunet 
de Lajonqui^re 1906: 319). In areas where Tai-speak-
ing groups have been in control, the Meo have been 
subject to them only in respect to taxes and furnish-
ing labor for corv6es (Bonifacy 1919: 26). Diguet 
(1908: 137) points out that Meo terms for political 
offices vary from north to south of the Red river. 
Diguet also contends that some terms refer to military 
functions; for example ma phai is Tceeper of the 
horse register" and ping, fe*^^ is "chief of the troops." 
• Since 1954, when the Dem« t raUc Republic of North 
Vietnam was established, t\w M w have been polit-
ically integrated in the seuiiauttmomous Tai-Meo 
zone in which they have reiMresentation. [Fall 1960: 
80-100.] In the Xieng Khouang area of Laos, where 
there are relatively dense groupings of Meo, their 
political authority extends beyond the village. Sev-
eral district chiefs are Meo, and all Meo in die area 
at the present time recognize Touby Lyfoung as their 
''paramount chief." The present Lao government also 
has declared him the official leader of the Xieng 
E3iouang Meo. Meo villages in the Xieng Khouang 
area enjoy a great deal of autonomy, and consequent-
ly most administrative responsibility rests with the 
headman. When the patrilineal group is coextensive 
with the village, the head of the group is village 
headman. When there are several Idn groups, the 
eldest of the kin-group heads assumes the role. The 
headman must arbitrate disputes, organize village 
festivals, and supervise public works projects such 
as opening new trails and maintaining existing ones. 
If a village moves, the headman organizes the migra-
tion. In addition to receiving a small commission from 
all taxes collected, he also receives gifts from the 
villagers. Since the organization of the Royal Lao 
government, the Meo of Xieng Khouang have had rep-
resentatives in the National Assembly. [Barney 1961: 
20-23.] 
RELIGION. Major religions. Formal Buddhism is not 
found among the Indochina Meo, although they do 
venerate some Buddhist deities. Quang Am (Vietnam-
ese name for Quan Vin), the Buddhist Goddess of 
Mercy, is venerated by some Meo (Diguet 1908: 144; 
Abadie 1924: 167). Supematurals. The Meo pantheon 
of spirits is extensive. Among the moft important 
are: To, the spirit of heaven, Ang, spirit oT earth, 
Sien Chen, spirit of the mountain, Lu Shen, spirit 
of thunder, Long Wan, the spirit (rf thm dragon, and 
household spirits known collectively na tsao chen. 
The Meo also believe that each humim has three 
souls called pli which are reincarnated m the bodies 
of pregnant women. [Lunet de Lajonqui^e 1906: 
310-15.] The cult of the ancestor! is found among 
the Meo, although it is described as less daborate 
than among the Chinese and Vietnaimete. Ancestral 
altars are simple—a table containing a jar of sand 
in which joss is burned, and two bands of red paper 
containing invocations in Chinese callifcmphy. [Diguet 
1908: 144; Abadie 1924: 167.] .\mon^ the Meo in 
Laos, the tlan, or spirits, are classified according to 
their functions. There are tlan associated with the 
elements, fertility, the trails, rice, the hearth, and 
sleeping quarters. Tlan are related to good and bad 
fortune, and to natural phenocnena and unusual 
events, and they also are believed to affect individual 
behavior. [Barney 1961: 35-39.) Practftioners. More-
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chand (1955b: 509-58) describes a form of shamanism 
among the White Meo of northern Vietnam and Laos 
in which the shaman, male or female, must meet 
specific requirements and must be initiated. The initi-
ate cannot be too young, and the male must not be 
of low social status, while the female should have 
at least two children. These shamans heal illnesses, 
exorcise evil spirits, and make talismans. Shamanistic 
rituals are elaborate—characteristically there is a 
dance, spirit messages, and a trance. • Shamans 
among the Meo of Laos are known as tu tm neng, 
and they may either be male or female. They are 
believed to have tlan (spirits) dwelling within them, 
from whom they receive the power to heal, deter-
mine the meaning of signs, protect newly bom in-
fants, predict the future, and communicate with the 
tlan. In addition to preparing amulets, they erect 
altars in houses, in the fields, and along paths. The 
role of the shaman is not necessarily hereditary, al-
though children of shamans often manifest the pres-
ence of tlan and assume the metier from a parent. 
A village may have more than one shaman, i^ ach of 
whom may have specialized functions. All receive 
fees. [Barney 1961: 35-37.] Ceremonies. In addition 
to ceremonies associated with the cult of the an-
cestors, there is a feast to mark the new lunar year. 
The Meo "eat the new year" by killing a pig as an 
offering to the spirits and the ancestors, and after-
ward serving it at a large meal. At planting time a 
chicken and joss sticks are offeretl to the spirit of 
the mountain. [Masp^ro 1929-30: 244.] ttlness^ and 
medicine. It is commonly believed that rvil spirits 
cause illness, and the Meo also attribute ailments to 
soul loss. Among the White Meo in Laos, it is be-
lieved that should the pli (soul) leave thv body, tlie 
person will fall ill. The shaman is summoned to per-
form a ritual in which he employs a figure represent-
ing the victim. A blood sacrifice is then made to 
restore the pli to the body. [Barney 1961: 39.] There 
are no food taboos for a pregnant woman, but the 
husband must observe a vegetable diet, and he also 
must remain near the house. According to Abadie 
(1924: 165), both practices are survivals of Meo 
couvade. If the newborn is male, the placenta is 
buried before the entrance to the house; if female, 
it is buried beneath the hearth. Thirty-three days 
after the birth, the chiW is named, and friends and 
kin bring gifts. Soul, death, and afterlife. In northern 
Vietnam, the corpse, dresses 1 in fine clothes, is at-
tached to the wall in the main room of the house 
where kin, neighbors, and hiewh have gathered. 
There is feasting and danc ing, ami occasionally some 
food is placed in the deceasr ls inouth. The gravf 
site is selected by the shaman Th<^  body carried 
on a stretcher to the accompaniment oi firecrackers 
and firearms. After burial, the ct)rtcgt^ rrturru to the 
house to continue feasting. There is no grave cult. 
[Abadie 1924: 167.] Among the Meo of Laos, tl^re 
is a belief that after death the soul goes to live in 
the land of the tlan (spirits), and some Meo l>elieve 
that the soul of the iif»cejsed enters the next new-
bom member of thf f^ iniJ In the Xieng Khouang 
area the corpse may plu in a chair during sev-
eral days of feasting. ITie >rpM' is buried outside 
the house. Each year th^  patrilineal] residence 
group observes a "visit" ^ group tlan or 
ancestors. The house is taU f ^ veral days and 
the family remains in seclus 4*y 1961: 34-35.] 
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THAILAND MEO 
Synonyms. Mcau, Mon^ 
ORIENTATION. Identification. Calletl Mc ni) 
by the Siamese to which they add terms fr * 
ery," ''Black," and ''Striped" (Meo Dawk. M i^rn, 
Meo Lai), referring to differences in dn-ss. • 
pie refer to thtmselvt»s as Hmoong (Mong wuig 
(1961: 44), following native usage, categon^ tho 
majority of Me«i in Thailand as either H'mo' 
(Blue Meo) or li mooni^ Deaw (White Mro). I luit/ik 
(1947: 3-4) invr^tigatfd groups of White ar- i^ UcV 
Meo in Nan prt»vinci^  near the Thailan(l-La< • u r 
Location. Mainb in Nan, Chiengrai, and ( • , tiui 
provinces of n<vrthern Thailand, with scatter 
ments as far si^ith as 16° 30' N. (Young ^ ^^ ^ 
Linguistic affiHiKipn. The Thailand Meo . ^ 
alects related to those of similar gnnips < 
speakers in Sinith Ghina. The lingm^tic i- •»! 
Miao (and Yao^ is as yet unclear. Th^ dial *h* 
various categories of Thailand Meo «ie ii m 
stances mutually intelligible, alth '»t l^i i -tdt 
differenceN do exist (Young 1961 T U T 
as a hngu-i franca, and many of ^^ ^ lU* > arr 
in adchtion fluent speakers of v * the 
Chiengmf) area Shan is an inn lan-
guage Demography. The .\fei* .ifn* t iTiai-
lat>d tji given ''conservatively" • 1^1: 46) 
ajk 45,600. History and cultural ^ migra-
ti<jn of the Meo into Tlmibm^ mainly 
within the last 50 yeai« Vhf • v^ has been 
generally in a north-*. ^ning from 
Laos and, secondarily AA ^Uny of the 
Meo in northern Than . J1 pnilmbility re-
lated to the White M Clniu, who emi-
grated in large num "^' nkin and northern 
Laos during thr lust Vfeo in their Thai-
land environmf-f*f c» u^io t ^^ independent and 
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averse to f marriage n ith other ethnic groups. In 
thf vu init\ Chiengmai and other population cen-
frrs, howe^ the> are frequently seen in the mar-
kt!ts, and younger Meo here have responded to 
govemmerj' and mission schooling. In more remote 
areas, a^  ui the mountains of the Thailand-Laos bor-
der. the\ remain largely self-sufficient, visited occa-
sionally by Chinese traders and venturing themselves 
onlv rarely into the plains areas below. [Young 1961: 
56;'Bematzik 1947: 109.] 
SETTLEMENT PATTERN AND HOUSING. Settle-
ment pattern. Villages are rarely located under 3,600 
feet, and are generally found above 5,000 feet. The 
Meo prefer a slope just under the summit of a moun-
tain ridge, near a source of w a^ter that can be piped 
into the village through bamboo troughs. Such sites 
are generally covered with monsoon forest, which 
the Meo reduce to low dense bush forest by repeated 
burning. [Young 1961: 48-49; Bematzik 1947: 26ff.] 
Young reports about 35 houses to a village, with an 
average village population of around 280 (1961: 48-
49). Bematzik reports a lower figure (3 to 13 houses) 
for Meo villages in the region bordering on Laos 
(1947: 263). Houses are clustered somewhat irregu-
larly, with the chiefs house in the center. There are 
no village walls or stockades. • The Meo move their 
villages on the average of once every 10 to 15 years, 
due to soil exhaustion, high taxes, epidemics, or the 
urging of a shaman. Such moves may be made over 
long distances, involving many days of travel, accord-
ing to Young (1961: 56), although Bematzik (1947: 
260) reports that the Meo never move a distance 
greater than one day's march if they can help it. A 
new village site is pioneered for one harvest season 
by a few selected families before the entire village 
moves (Bematzik 1947: 260). Housing. Single-story, 
rectangular houses are built directly on the ground, 
surrounded by shallow ditches to drain off rainwater. 
Walls are of wood and bamboo, and roofs of grass 
thatching. The space inside may be partitioned off, 
depending on the size of the family. Furnishings in-
clude wooden beds and tables. A fireplace is sunk 
into the floor of the main room, and there is a Chi-
nese-style earthen stove for cooking mash for the 
livestock. Separate rice storage bins are built on piles, 
as are the temporary huts in the rice fields. [Ber-
natzik 1947: 265.] 
ECONOMY. The people are passionate hunters and 
fishermen, but agriculture is the main source of food. 
According to Young (1961: 51-52), hunting is regarded 
more as a sport than a necessity. Normally, col-
lecting achieves importance only after the harvest, 
but during times of food shortage collecting may 
contribute significantly to the diet Young (1961: 51-
52) emphasizes that the Meo are among the most 
advanced and prosperous of the ethnic minorities in 
Thailand, due in part to their sales of opium and 
livestock, and in jiart to a natural business ability 
and independence of spirit, in which respect they are 
similar to the Yao. Agriculture* Swidden agriculture 
is practiced almost exclusively. Credner (1935a: 168) 
comments on the absence of terracing and irrigation, 
probably due to lack of suitable terrain. Young (1961: 
56) cites recent reports that a few Meo in northern 
Nan province have taken up wet-rice agriculture. 
The main crop is mountain or dry ric^, both glutinous 
and nonglutinous (Bematzik 1947: 253). Opium pop-
f )ies constitute the second most important crop. Other ield crops include maize and buckwheat, DOth of 
consideraoly less importance than among the Ton-
kin Meo. Sugar cane, yams, cucumbers, beans, to-
bacco, onions, hemp, and some cotton are also raised. 
The Meo plant crops of varying dates of maturity 
so that some food is available most of the time (Young 
1961: 51-52; see also Bematzik 1947: 353-62 for de-
tailed data on this point). • A new field is cleared 
by the members of an extended family. A large 
family may clear a considerable area, dividing it 
into smaller fields of up to three hectares each. Fields 
are cleared by repeated burning. Seeds are planted 
by hand, in holes made with a digging stick. A rice 
field will continue to yield from one to three years, 
after which it is fallowed to a new growth of forest 
trees. Poppy fields, however, will produce continu-
ously for up to 20 years. Rice is cut and partly 
husked in the field, and then stored in special bins 
near the houses until used. Some vegetables and 
fmit trees are raised in kitchen gardens. [Bematzik 
1947:* 353-62.] Credner points out that the impor-
tance of field crops coupled with the Meo's relatively 
primitive agricultural techniques requires the ex-
ploitation of a considerable land area; fields are 
sometimes many hours distant, and men may remain 
in temporary field houses for days or weeks at si 
time (1935a: 169). Fishing and hunting. Hooks, hand 
nets, and weirs are used, but the favorite method 
of taking fish is by poisoning. The Meo are avid 
fishermen, but since suitable fishing grounds may 
be some distance away, fishing sul l ies a relatively 
small portion of the diet. [Bematzik 1947: 352.] Al-
though the Meo are passionate hunters, hunting does 
not account for very much of their food supply ex-
cept in the more remote mountain areas. Traps and 
snares are used, but the chief weapons of the hunt 
are the flintlock musket and the crossbow with poi-
soned arrows. The muskets are manufactured and 
assembled by Meo gunsmiths, using iron obtained 
from Chinese traders. Elephants, stags, and wild boar 
are highly prized. Birds and small game are also taken^ 
[Bematzik 1947: 340-41.] Domestic animab. Accord-
ing to Young (1961: 52), the Meo far surpass the 
other hill tribes in animal husbandry. Animals are 
well cared for in pens, coops, and corrals. Pigs are 
fed a specially cooked com mash once a day. Cas-
tration is common, and is performed by specialists. 
Pigs, dogs, and chickens are found in every village. 
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the former raised for both food and sacrifice. Cattle 
and ponies are raised wherever the terrain is suit-
able. Buffalo are less common, and, like cattle and 
ponies, are often raised for sale to the valley-dwell-
ing Lao and Siamese. [Bematzik 1947: 365-66.] Food 
and stimulants. Staples are rice, vegetables, and beans, 
commonly spiced with peppers, chilies, or sour (pick-
led) vegetaoles. Meat, when available, may be 
smoked, salted, or dried in the sun, and is often fried 
in animal fat. Forest plants, roots, insect larvae, and 
honey are also consumed, particularly in times of 
poor harvests. There is considerable variety in the 
Meo diet, particularly in the methods of preparation. 
[Bematzik 1947: 372-77.] Native tobacco is smoked 
in pipes by both sexes, young and old. Alcohol, dis-
tilled from com mash, is very popular, and is con-
sumed in considerablf^ quantities by botlj sexes (Her-
natzik 1947: 381). Next rice, the most important 
crop is the poppy, fr«>m whic h the Meo obtaiin raw 
opium and seeos for food. Some villages have vir-
tually a cash economy based on the sale of opium 
and the purchase of foodstuffs and other necessities. 
The Meo themselves use opium both as a medicine 
and a stimulant. It is swallowed, chewed, and smoked 
—mainly by men (Bematzik 1947: 383). According to 
Young (1961: 51), the rate of opium addiction among 
the Thailand Meo is abf^it 12 per cent. Industrial 
arts. The Meo are skilled m wix*cl and bamboo work, 
and in basketry. Mo\t \illagr- haM» a blacksmith 
who works with a piM<>n U^ IIOAVS on iron bars pur-
chased from Chinese rrati* rs. Hij^ h^K skilled silver-
smiths make women s iew« Iry fn^m old silver coins. 
Hemp and cotton are into cloth in thr home 
by spinning, weaving, -md dyeing. The Meo know 
the technique of batik wa*) dye. Women are highly 
skilled in embroidery anid appliqu^ work. [Bematzik 
1947: 124, 130, 403-04, 410.11, 425.] Music is highly 
developed; the Meo art great singers of improvised 
poetry, particularly love songs, which are occasion-
ally sung antiphonalh. Musical instruments include 
the reed organ (consisting of some eight bamboo 
pipes and a vibrating metal or wood reed), the jew's-
narp, skin-head drums, and small brass gongs. [Ber-
natzik 1947: 141-43, 14ft-t8.| Trade. There appears 
to be little economic sj^eciaiization with the excep-
tion of a few part-time tr.ides such as blacksmithing 
and gunsmithing. Bemat/ik reports little intemal 
trade, with the work of specialists confined mainly to 
the needs of members of tlieir own patrihneages 
(1947: 423). Young (1961: 54). however, reports a 
brisk internal trade among the Meo. External trad-
ing relations consist of ptTiodic visits to the market 
towns in the valleys anil bartering with itinerant 
traders (the Chinese, or Haw, from Yunnan, or the 
Lao from northem Thailand). The Meo are said to 
be good businessmen in their trading relations with 
other groups. Bematzik reports a well-developed pat-
tern of borrowing and lending money, including the 
use of witnesses, fixed interest charges, and legal 
procedures in case of foif* iture fl947: 241). Division 
of labor. The men hun.' maki arrow poison, and 
distill alcohol. They alsf io nn^ ikt of the carpentry 
and engage in metal wa>l» ot M^nous kinds. Women 
carry firewood and wat* • spin ; w, cook, and do 
much of the weeding in tlM. lirl t Men and women 
together work in the fieliis liun ^ilanting and har-
vesting; they go on fishiui; trip- j^Hher; and they 
care for pigs and chickem f* aiti 
carrying may be done by 
437ff.] Land tenure. Land swthi 
village (the maximum area ot act^  
nomic exploitation) is theon ticaJ 
the village chief. In practice, 
worked by numbers of extended 
of each family has the right to 
tribute the plots worked by tht 
[Bematzik 1947: 239-41.] 
aving and load 
Hernatzik 1947: 
u rritory of a 
;.>otential eco-
proj>erty of 
•^cd limd is 
- s Th<^  head 
and redis-
raotubtTs. 
i5. KIN GROUPS According to Bema< 
54-55, 111), the Meo are character! 
ized, exogamoiis patrisibs or surriai»» ^ 
lage is usually mhabited by membei^ ^ 
group. The land-owning and econuioi^ 
kin group is not, however, the patr i^ r 
the patrilocal ixtewlod family occup 
of adjacent h<mses. The sibs have ^^  nsigniii <?» 
no chief, and finiction mainly in reguU mau 
and in channeling inttTvillage visiting ^^^ > borr< 
relationships; there are some indit.V 
that they may once have played a tuU 
approaching a politico-military orguu 
ing from Bernatzik's ilata, the ordin^t 
is probably an exogainous clan comniti5» 
of a localized ^hneage) segment of a .^r.r 
name group or pathsib.] Kin terminiK 
lowing kin terms are given by Bernatz.^ 
page 34): 
' % nuoi • a! 
ups . \ 1 
)kC bin ri int. 
i m p »i iA V 










FaKlBr ti lou 
Fa^oBr nyu ku 
FaSi pu-nt^i 
MoBr tse tJ tt 
MuElSi na it i 








for courtship oct ur a^  
new years festiv J afr 
* ii Opportunities 
ninu- particularly the 
Avvt when boys can 
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vi^fl girls ne i^rby ^ ilages. Antiphonal singing of 
It; f • accHiii.paniment of a jew s harp and 
J ft-^ td in Ai ir ually leads to sexual familiarity and 
it <Tcoti' Gi Mip courtship patterns are lacking 
^^ iiiung Thailand Meo. Couples retire alone to 
^vludf iH)ts outside the village. • Marriage may 
' init d simply by the act of cohabitation and/or 
. itKHjrK^  d pregnancy, although in well-to-do fami-
boy's father usually consults the ancestors 
writ as the girl's family before setting a date for 
he wfdding. A girls family rarely goes against her 
c\K)kti of a partner, but a boy s male relatives may 
attempt to influence his choice by pretending that 
the ancestors are opposed to the marriage. Where 
the villages of the couple are far apart, a Chinese 
trader may be employ^ as a go-between. A bride 
price in silver coinage is paid by the members of 
the groom's family. This sum must be repaid by the 
girl's family if she later deserts her husband. The 
bride is escorted to the groom's home by her female 
relatives, bringing with her a trousseau of blankets, 
fancy embroidered clothing, and silver ornaments. 
She is welcomed by the head of the groom's extend-
ed family, who sacrifices to the family ancestors and 
welcomes the new bride into his family and sib. 
Feasting and drinking, at the expense of the groom's 
family, may last for two or three days. [Bernatzik 
1947: 97-100.] Form. Polygynous marriages are al-
lowed, but are in practice limited to village chiefs 
and older, well-to-do men. The wives of a polygynous 
marriage share the same quarters and the same bed 
with their husband. [Bernatzik 1947: 76.] Extension 
of incest taboos. Marriage is theoretically prohibited 
between persons of the same name [patrilineal sur-
name group exogamy]. In practice, marriage can 
take place if the relationship is more than three 
generations removed. [Bernatzik 1947: 110.] Resi-
dence. Married sons continue to live with their wives 
in a section of their father's house until they attain 
majority at age 30. Thereafter they set up an inde-
pendent household near their father's residence. [Ber-
natzik 1947: 30-31.] Domestic unit. The household 
unit consists normally of a patrilocal extended [joint] 
family, including married sons not yet 30 and their 
families. The oldest male retains authority, including 
the making of ancestral sacrifices on behalf of all 
the family members. Large households of up to 30 
members may occur, but according to Young (1961: 
49) the average number per household is 8. [Bernatzik 
1947: 35, 77, 259.] Inheritance. At the death of the 
head of an extended family, the oldest married son 
still living in the family homestead inherits his father's 
status, including control of the plots of land culti-
vated by members of the extended family. When the 
last of the wives of the original family head dies, 
all movable property is divided equally among all 
surviving sons; the original household group is dis-
solved, with the oldest son retaining rights to the 
homestead. [Bernatzik 1947: 244-47.1 Divorce. A wid-
ow normally marries her deceased ^island's brother. 
Divorce is said to be rare, in part because of family 
pressures on both sides to avoid trouble over the 
bride price (Bernatzik 1947: 111-13 
SOCIOPOLITICAL ORGANIZATION. Political or-
ganization. The highest level of political integration 
at the native level is the village. Mo^t village chiefs 
have been legally installed by Siamt^ government 
officials, and in a few cases Meo leaders have been 
recognized as kammans, or circle headmen (Young 
1961: 56). A village chief who has gained power and 
wealth through plural marriages and many offspring 
may have judiciary functions not only in his own vil-
lage but also in neighboring ones—particularly if he 
has also acquired a reputation as a specialist in divina-
tion and magic. He is likely to be a repository of 
tribal lore and technical knowledge, and is expected 
to offer periodic sacrifices to the ancestors—on behalf 
of the village and also of his own extended family 
(Bernatzik 1947: 114-15, 190). • Bernatzik (1947: 40) 
mentions the tradition among the Meo of a Tdng" 
and a 'Idngdom" in China, and of repeated battles 
with the Chinese. The Meo of Thailand believe that 
a Meo king will rise again among them and lead 
them to victory. Even more vivid, accH>rding to Ber-
natzik, are their memories of "great chieftains" who 
had power over 20 or more villages. The Meo on the 
Laos border claim that their grandfathers were led 
out of Yunnan to the Thailand-Indochina border by 
one such chieftain. According to present-day Meo, 
the territory of a great chieftain was organized pri-
marily for warfare. The chieftain was elected by 
vote of all arms-bearing men in his jurisdiction, and 
acted as supreme judicial authority and war leader. 
He appointed village chiefs within his territory to 
collect fines and taxes. Important matters were set-
tled by general assemblies, presided over by the 
great chieftain and attended by village chiefs and 
heads of families. It was the function of the great 
chieftain to offer animal sacrifices and invoke the 
spirits on behalf of the assembly (Bernatzik 1947: 
41-44). • The kinship basis, if any, of the kind 
of politico-military organization described by Ber-
natzik is unclear, but it may have rested on some 
form of nonlocalized kin group such as the sib. To-
day, according to Bernatzik (1947: 253-59), most 
disputes within a village are handled by the heads 
of extended families. If they fail to settle the matter, 
it is brought before the village chief, who can im-
pose fines and order punishment, and who may re-
sort to divination. Major matters, such as the de-
cision to move to a new location, are decided by a 
popular assembly of all men able to bear arms. Here 
the opinions of the village chief and the village 
shaman bear great weight. Warfare. Bernatzik (1947: 
394-97) characterized the Meo as fiercely independent 
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and warlike when aroused. According to Bernatzik s 
informants, all able-bodied men were once liable to 
military service. In time of war they were called up 
by the "great chieftain," and organized under a hier-
archical system of officers and leaders, with a basic 
unit of 60 to 100 men. Meo warfare was carried on 
by small units which would attempt to take all stra-
tegic points and passes by means of advance plan-
ning and coordination. Ambush was a favorite tactic. 
Weapons included crossbows, long-handled spears 
with poisoned points, flexible wooden clubs joined 
by chain links, two-bladed swords, and a sort of bolas 
consisting of iron balls attached to the end of a long 
thin rope. Defensive armor was made by attaching 
iron plates to pieces of animal hide. Present-day 
weapons are limited to the crossbow and flintlock 
muskets. The Meo make their own guns and gun-
powder from materials purchased from Chinese 
traders (Bernatzik 1947 : 386-92). 
RELIGION. Bernatzik characterized Meo religion as 
based on belief in ancestors and spirits. Most Meo 
are animists, according to Young. Only about 100 
Meo in Thailand are Christians. Supematurals. In 
addition to the souls of tin* ancestors, the Meo be-
lieve in a variety (rf spirits some of which inhabit 
trees, rocks, and fields. OtH^TS are patron spirits of 
activities, such as blacksmJthinx, or teacher-spirits 
of medicine men and shanmas. A guardian dog spirit 
protects the house and its nihabttants. Thev» spirits 
and souls live in a spirit w<vld, and look and l)eMve 
as human beings. There is also a supreme spirit who 
has no particular form and is present ever\ where. 
Malevolent spirits must be propitiated by animal 
sacrifices, particularly when they have been inad-
vertently offended. [Bernatzik 1947: 164-65, 169.] 
Practitioners. Among the Kfeo there are both male 
and female shamans. The occupation is not neces-
sarily hereditary—a penM>n may become a shaman 
involuntarily through bt ing possessed by a spirit, 
after which he can communicate with his teacher-
spirit. In practice, the shaman goes into a trance, 
stamps his feet, shakes hh body, rolls on the ground, 
and may lapse into an umonscious state. He ma-
nipulates swords, rattles, sacrificial animal blood, and 
spirit money while chanting and reciting incanta-
tions. Shamans interpret omens, foretell the future, 
and exorcise evil spirits, but they do not engage 
in black magic or sort»er\. When not engaged as 
shamans, they function as ordinary members of 
society. [Bernatzik 1947: 176-80.] The shamans po-
litical role, if any, is uncleur, but it is known that a 
village chief may at the saxne time be a recognized 
shaman with a wide reputation in divination and ex-
orcism. The chances for such an individual to extend 
his political control in times of crisis would se«^ m 
considerable. • Heads of families and ordinarx- citi-
zens may carry out ancestral sacrifices and make 
hunting magic. The Mi-'i l>elieve strongly in the in-
terpretation of dreams ami onicms and in the effica< \ 
of divination, activitk^s ^hith may be carried o\ir 
either by shamans or by ^he individuals, including 
the village chief. Cerem'mies n^d ritual. The most 
important annual ceremon is ' new year's festival, 
which begins in Decembei 4 ft* he harvest. Animal 
sacrifices to the souls of t^ »< a ^01 s and to other 
spirits occupy the first da> ai> WIIK h there may 
be several days of drinking vi »ig, courting, and 
general merriment and relavafioi Vnu sacrifices, 
which make up a good portion M titual be-
havior, are made by heads of fant ^s a others on 
a variety of occasions. Small altar e v np in the 
homes, in the fields, and along hs the 
village. The Meo characteristirall) i i> xicrifice 
cattle, horses, or buffalo, but prefer a ' hickens 
instead. Divination is practiced v t) ud of 
chicken bones or with cracked bant^ s* [Ber 
natzik 1947: 19;^ , 204-07.] Illness an^ ^ me4< Ill 
ness may be mused either by angr\ .|)iri' s o u l 
loss. Black magic does not cause sicfcviess ^eath 
among the Thailand Meo (Bernatzik i - C : ^ Sha 
mans carry out ntuals designed to exort st^  e^  t»iriJ-
causing illness; other specialists may adntinist terl) ^ 
and medicines, but only after the sj ha^ 
been discovereii through divination. T t.. M nav« 
an extensive phiurmacopoeia, and also :nak nuch 
use of Chinese medicines which the> >l)ta rom 
traders. They are skilled in obstetrics ant! iionr tmg 
Bernatzik 1947: 235-37.] Birth. Takes plxct the 
louse with the husband assisting. The Vfe( t 
Erolong confinement of the mother after del y a^ mg as possible, m the case of prosp'»' »us ulu * 
up to 30 days (Bernatzik 1947: 49). Soul, de ami 
afterlife. The Meo believe in the existrvH;e ^hre^  
souls (Young 1961: 47). After death, a f>ers» sou 
is reborn in the next child born into Hw sV Whe 
a village migrates, the souls of the an'> <itor -f \ 
reborn are ceremimially informed of ^he n- - an : 
migrate with the group. [Bernatzik 1 MT: - T\w 
corpse is washed, dressed in new cl hes i lawi 
out in thf home for one or two day^ ^hil vnu tii 
ate relatives keep vigil. The body is ) tie » 
in the woods in a wooden coffin Th tm« nnn^ ^H 
sion is attended by members <*f th lets j s 
Much care is taken to "show th*» r r to the 
departing soul, and a priest hat t t^ onv to 
exorcise evil spirits during th« hf » n death 
and burial. After burial an a^  tui rit is made, 
and some of the food offered v M " deceased. 
Additional sacrifices and ce^ ai arried out 
for three days following bi: <4r^  » »llowed by 
a festival of the dead o»e v it? »ut A [Bernatzik 
1947: 115-19; Young m i 
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